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Spring 2008 / Consulting

by Glenda Conway, University of Montevallo

Liberatory educational practices can rescue students from the
wasteland of dreaded writing assignments

I.

What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish?…

Glenda Conway

In their article advocating a liberatory approach to tutoring, Tilly and John
Warnock express a view that the “most serious problem most writers have is
having no place they want to get as writers” (16). As those of us who teach or
tutor writing know all too well, students often seem aimless and unmotivated
when they work on school-sponsored writing assignments. Typically, they feel
no personal stake in what they write, and the only satisfaction they seek is to
be finished. Such students, in my view, are real-life occupants of an academic
wasteland, drifting wearily and disinterestedly through a time that offers them
rich potential for thinking and learning. Their disengagement is eerily
reminiscent of the empty lives of the residents of T. S. Eliot’s The Wasteland:
fragmented, joyless, and commanded by outside forces.

Teachers and tutors of writing are particularly aware of the frequent tendency
of students to conceive of course writing assignments in terms only of due
dates, rather than in terms of their full experience as students–as humans–
learning about a particular subject matter. We know well that paper
assignments are painful and unpleasant: they cause students to lose sleep, to
get behind on other courses, and to feel generally interrupted and



inconvenienced in their attempts to maintain control over their academic and
social lives. While it is true that some students in some classes will receive a
paper assignment with open arms and then proceed to work on it with energy,
purpose, and enthusiasm, the response most of us know is the one in which
paper assignments are feared and dreaded.

I propose that writing center personnel are in an ideal position to introduce and
model a different and better view of the academic paper-writing enterprise. My
proposition is informed by the principles of liberatory education, which are at
the foundation of my belief that every writing occasion presents an opportunity
for purposeful expression–even when the writing occasion originates with a
teacher-made assignment. Unfortunately, it is quite likely that many student
writers have never thought of their school assignments as opportunities for
anything other than producing an item that will be graded. This way of thinking
stems from the fact that school-sponsored assignments nearly always require
students to write about content at the same time they are being introduced to
it. Students are well aware of their position as novices composing texts for
specialists, and most, quite justifiably, feel uncomfortable about the situation.
Because of this discomfort, many student writers may not feel intellectually
confident about their ability to identify and commit to strongly felt arguments
as they compose papers for their classes. Writing center personnel need to be
aware of the debilitating effects of this lack of confidence. Tutors and other
writing center practitioners can introduce students to the concept of academic
conversations, and they can encourage students to feel (or become) sufficiently
informed and confident to enter these conversations. In addition, tutors can
remind clients that writing assignments give them purposeful chances to
challenge beliefs and propose new ways of knowing. Finally, tutors can model
approaches that encourage students to accept–perhaps even embrace–their
school writing experiences as valuable, valid opportunities to develop and refine
their perceptions and beliefs about the world.

II.

Do
You know nothing? Do you see nothing?…

Are you alive, or not? Is there nothing in your head?

Nearly all students learn, sometime during their educations, that going to
school is not fun. As T. R. Johnson writes in his 2001 CCC article, “School
Sucks,” most students develop “a supremely negative reaction against the
experience of being in school” (623). In particular, Johnson argues, students
“cultivate [a] keen dislike of writing because they have picked up innumerable
indications from us that it is nearly impossible for them to win a place in the
professional conversations of the academy” (643). Even if Johnson’s dire view
of school-sponsored writing is overstated, its essence certainly rings true for
those of us who have heard the collective gasps and sighs when we have made
the simple request that our students take out a sheet of paper. Asking students
to write, or should I say, requiring them to write, is an action that nearly always
causes them to feel fear and self-doubt.

It seems almost tragic that people taking part in activities that
have a very real potential of developing their pride and well-being
can do so with an indifference to experience that turns their



lives–at least temporarily–into wastelands.

Composing-process researchers have noted that students often respond to
school-sponsored writing assignments by dissociating themselves–both
intellectually and emotionally–from the task. Writing may be something they
have to do, but not something they necessarily have to care about. Janet
Emig’s 1971 report, The Composing Process of Twelfth Graders, documented
the bland and dutiful approaches even the most high-achieving and ambitious
of students took when they worked on assigned writing. Emig found that
students, when asked to write, composed “matter-of-factly” (84), showing
concern about surface features such as “spelling, handwriting, and length” (73)
rather than for their subjects or their feelings about their subjects (89). Emig
also observed a total absence of ceremony associated with the completion of an
assignment. Getting finished with a school-sponsored writing project, according
to Emig,

is a mundane moment devoid of any emotion but indifference and the
mildest of satisfactions that a task is over. All [of the writing sessions]
end with phrases like “Well, that’s it”; “Do you want me to proofread or
don’t you care”; “I guess that does it”; “Well, here it is.” (87)

These accounts are reminiscent of the apathetic feelings of The Wasteland’s
typist after her dismal sexual encounter with the carbuncular clerk:

She turns and looks a moment in the glass,
Hardly aware of her departed lover.
Her brain allows one half-formed thought to pass:
“Well now that’s done: and I’m glad it’s over.” (44)

It seems almost tragic that people taking part in activities that have a very real
potential of developing their pride and well-being can do so with an indifference
to experience that turns their lives–at least temporarily–into wastelands.

Another foundational study in composition, Sondra Perl’s “The Composing
Processes of Unskilled College Writers,” presents further evidence of students
not knowing where they should “go” as writers. Perl observed that unskilled
student writers, in ostensible attempts to avoid errors, focused on word-level
concerns during the drafting stage, to the detriment of their texts’ overall
meaning. These students’ “premature and rigid attempts to correct and edit
their work,” Perl concluded, “truncate[d] the flow of composing without
substantially improving the form of what they [had] written” (52). Perl
hypothesized that unskilled college writers, perhaps because of the frequency
with which errors had been marked on their previous school compositions,
conceived of writing as a “‘cosmetic’ process where concern for correct form
supersedes development of ideas” (58). The result, Perl concluded, is that any
“excitement of composing, of constructing and discovering meaning, is cut off
before it has begun” (58).

III.

“What shall I do now? What shall I do?
“I shall rush out as I am, and walk the street

“With my hair down, so. What shall we do tomorrow?
“What shall we ever do?”



Students enter writing centers for various reasons: some have been coerced,
some have been commanded, some have been encouraged, and some have
made the choice completely on their own. It is highly unlikely that any students
come to their schools’ writing centers seeking excitement or discovery, and
most definitely they don’t come looking for pleasure. Still, I will argue, writing
center practitioners should not feel deterred from trying to incite feelings,
beliefs, and behaviors that might lead students toward positive intellectual
development and confidence. It is not only a good strategy but actually the
right practice for tutors to use approaches that encourage students to view
their school-sponsored writing assignments as opportunities to develop and
refine their perceptions and beliefs about their course material.

[M]any students consciously distance themselves [...] from the
academic process even as they participate in it. This distancing
makes them [...] needful of progressive, caring, liberating
pedagogies.

The disheartening reality is that most students have a history of being in
educational systems that have cast them as “the one[s] who [do] not know,” an
identity that influences students to adopt an “attitude of passive receptivity that
lacks all wonder and delight” (Warnock and Warnock 20). The late Paolo Freire,
whose radical efforts to bring literacy to his fellow Brazilians led to his being
exiled for sixteen years, described the traditional teacher-student relationship
as analogous to a banking relationship “in which the students are the
depositories and the teacher is the depositor” (Pedagogy of the Oppressed
208). Freire’s view of “banking-style” education was that it treated “knowledge
[as] a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon
those whom they consider to know nothing” (58). The banking-style approach
teaches students to wait to be told what they need to know and then wait again
to be told what to do with that knowledge. In other words, the banking method
teaches students to grow into obedient workers who will follow instructions,
defer to authority, and accept the status quo. It is a method that “serves the
interests of the oppressors, who care neither to have the world revealed nor to
see it transformed” (209).

Freire’s liberatory approach to education is based on dialogue rather than on
the transfer or depositing of information. Its goal is to help students learn to
think and live for themselves. It “consists in acts of cognition, not transferals of
information” (213). The liberatory method “affirms [learners] as beings in the
process of becoming–as unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with a likewise
unfinished reality” (217). It is a “hopeful,” even a “revolutionary” methodology
(217). To bring Freire’s liberatory pedagogy into the writing center is to practice
tutoring that encourages writers to become invested in their projects and to
view them as opportunities rather than burdens.

IV.

We think of the key, each in his prison
Thinking of the key….

As a college freshman during the 70s, I was a struggling writer in my honors
composition course–shamed by my inability to understand what I was supposed
to write when my teacher made assignments, humbled by the brilliant
observations made by my classmates during discussions, mocked by the



continuing appearance of the letter C beside the teacher’s terse end comments
on my papers, and embarrassed even before myself by how weakly I was
performing. There was no writing center on my campus, and I fear that, even if
there had been one, I wouldn’t have entered its doors. I had always been good
at school. I had high entrance exam scores. I had spent the previous summer
reading books off a list of classics provided to me by one of my high school
teachers. I had entered college thinking of myself as a good writer. I was an
English major. To have sought tutoring in a writing center would have meant
revealing myself to someone–beyond my teacher, that is–as not knowing what I
thought I should have already known.

As it turned out, I stayed in college despite my lackluster performance in
freshman composition. I remained an English major–one who struggled to write
good papers. Sometimes my papers succeeded, and sometimes they flopped,
but I could barely discern the differences between the successes and the flops.
Only when I was a junior, when my Renaissance literature professor required
his students to meet with him after he had read our first papers, did I actually
talk to someone about my writing. The afternoon I entered his office for my
fifteen-minute appointment, it was with much anxiety. I had written an
explication of a poem by John Donne, and I was sure I would feel ashamed
after hearing what he thought of it. It turned out, however, that, even though
my teacher had several serious concerns about my organization and my clarity,
he was sure that I could work on the paper again and make it successful. He
was right. As I worked on my revised explication, I was aware of areas where I
needed to clarify how the text influenced my interpretations, and I suddenly
understood the great service performed by the thesis statement. I also knew I
had an interested reader who believed I had something important to say.

The mission of a “progressive educator,” Paolo Freire argues, should be to
“unveil opportunities for hope” (Pedagogy of Hope 9). The fact that Freire
worked to bring hope to citizens who were oppressed by a government that
sought to limit their literacy may seem to make his theories and practices
irrelevant to teaching practices in the United States. I believe, on the contrary,
that Freire’s approaches are quite pertinent. Despite all our leaders’ claims that
the United States champions education, the great majority of students in our
country do not appreciate that education. Indeed, many students consciously
distance themselves as much as possible from the academic process even as
they participate in it. This distancing makes them just as needful of
progressive, caring, liberating pedagogies as the illiterate and oppressed third
world citizens Freire so much wanted to help. Education should not be
something simply to be “gotten over and done with.” My hope is that all of us
who have the opportunity will do all we can to help students see their
educations–and in particular their writing assignments–as true, meaningful
occasions to fully experience and participate in their worlds.
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A Century to Authority in the Writing Studio
Spring 2008 / Training

by Cindy Cochran, Illinois College

Examining strategies from the past in the present

Every year, even as I strive to become more authoritative as a scholar and find
my voice as an author, I also aim to lose some authority in the writing center.
Now, gladly, I’m losing authority in the classroom. This loss is due to writing
center pedagogy, which at Illinois College has helped me reinvent our
approach to tutor training and to serving students, including developing writers.

Cindy Cochran

Our college requires all students to complete first-year writing or its equivalent:
either a traditional research-paper writing course, a writing-intensive first-year
seminar, or advanced placement credit. Until very recently we did not offer any
English classes with course numbers lower than that of first-year writing, and
we do not offer courses tagged as remedial. Nonetheless, a confluence of
factors compelled me to try something new. First, a faculty survey regarding
writing goals demonstrated that our faculty prizes revision and clarity but also
demands adherence to grammar rules as well. Many of the faculty, especially
those working with students aspiring to become teachers or go to graduate
school, had been urging the English Department to offer some kind of
“grammar class” (Hodgson, Cochran, and Welch). Second, as with most
colleges our size, a portion of our first-year student body comes under-
prepared to handle college-level writing and has problems at the sentence level
of their writing. Third, I needed a better way to teach my student-employees
how to be good peer consultants in our Writing Center because once-a-week



meetings and special training sessions had not allowed adequate time for in-
depth guidance, training, or supervision.

I began to think I needed to offer some kind of grammar class, but I was
skeptical. After all, historical models of writing clinics and labs have long been
abandoned. These labs, used to prepare students considered under-prepared
for college-level writing, tended to focus on grammar through drill and practice
models (Carino 18). It is safe to say that drill and practice is out of favor in the
rhetoric and composition community since Hillocks’ meta-analysis appeared in
1986. His work convinced me early in my career that teaching grammar skills
alone would not advance students’ abilities in writing and that too much
attention to grammar would take away precious time from the writing
classroom (cf. Williams). Yet, like other practitioners, I have seen people who
seem to profit from some attention to prescriptive rules of Standard Academic
English (SAE) as long as they are learning in the context of writing. Certainly in
the writing center, clients ask consultants to help them avoid making errors
such as sentence fragments or comma splices even in no-pen centers. In my
own situation, I was beginning to hear requests for more grammar knowledge
from my own staff.

I needed to do something, so I devised a paired set of courses: one for under-
prepared writers and one for skilled writers. The upper-level course, I figured,
could double as training for apprentice consultants in my college’s writing
center, which I direct. By pairing the two courses in a single studio, perhaps I
could reach several goals simultaneously while honoring the best pedagogy of
the last one hundred years. The lower-level studio course, “Writing and
Revising Studio,” offers students a chance to review principles of grammar and
mechanical issues in the context of a computer lab. The upper-level class,
“Writing, Revising, and Consulting,” requires that students do the same work as
well as read and write about peer tutoring. The two classes meet together in a
computer classroom/lab so students can work in partnership. Because of the
students’ success in the course, I have come to believe that within a dynamic,
studio-styled classroom writing center pedagogy can work synergistically with
writing lab practices that our discipline has considered outdated since the
1970’s or, at latest, the mid-1980s.

1. Writing lab practice: Any pedagogy that asks students to attend to
surface issues of language and mechanics is borrowing from the writing
clinics of the early twentieth century. These clinics, often distinct from
English classes, aimed at helping an ever-growing population of college
students to catch up to the standards expected of them. The importance
of English language skill as a requirement for college success had already
been underscored when Harvard began to employ an essay test as part
of its admission exams (Hobbs and Berlin 251). It has become almost a
mantra that asking students to do this kind of work strips them of their
authentic language and thereby inhibits any progress they might
otherwise make in developing their own voices. But we have not yet
determined that students can not profit from time spent on learning
about SAE.

The experimental class that I teach, in fact, incorporates writing lab pedagogy
because students use both a workbook (Reviewing Basic Grammar) and a
writing website with exercises (MyCompLab). If this were the extent of the
class, many literacy scholars would think it to be fundamentally archaic and
pointless, and so would I. However, the class makes important use of current



classroom and writing center pedagogy to provide a lively context for their work
on SAE skills.

2.Classroom pedagogy: Writing classes at most colleges ask students to
write purposeful prose directed to various audiences in a way that allows
them to explore their writing process as well as the social context of their
work. Many are process-based and directed to helping students become
audience-centered and goal-directed while paying attention to global
concerns.

My classroom studio employs contemporary pedagogy by asking students to
write three pieces over the course of the semester. The first is a self-
assessment of themselves as writers, which they revise at the end of the
course. The second is a professional or personal statement aimed at a
scholarship committee, graduate school program, or job search committee
(their choice). They plan, write, re-plan, and revise these papers over the
course of several weeks, and this is the first time that many in the lower-
numbered course have truly revised a paper. The third is a profile of someone
else, typically another student (currently, those taking the consulting studio
write their profiles of their writing partners as developing writers). As students
write, I guide them in their writing process while they also guide one another. I
also offer some feedback on their drafts. However, because students work in
pairs and small groups including students in both the upper-level and the
lower-level course, I leave a lot unsaid in my comments. Some of these
students, however, are also consultants or apprentices in the writing center
working specifically on the goal of becoming better consultants. Because of this,
the studio also relies on theory and practice of writing centers and passes that
praxis on to the apprentice consultants.

3. Writing center pedagogy: When instructors in the classroom use
writing center pedagogy — including collaborative learning, peer
tutoring, and individualized attention — things come alive. On occasion,
when we ask writing center consultants into our classrooms, we also blur
distinctions between student and professional (Soliday 1995). Just as
socially constructive meaning-making that occurs in collaborative work
erases distinctions between author and audience (Bruffee), the
collaborative work of writing centers and classrooms may erase
traditional boundaries between tutor and tutored. Finally, paying
attention to individuals may heighten students’ sense of individuality as
authors.

In my class, because some of the students in the upper-level course are
apprentices or consultants in the writing center, they bounce between
developing their own writing voices and helping others to do so. All the
students in both the upper and the lower level are working on essays almost
weekly, and as they always work collaboratively, they motivate one another to
improve as writers. The students improve partly by applying lessons they are
learning about SAE and partly by directing their attention to more global
rhetorical concerns. The apparent effects of the tutors’ presence on students in
the lower-level course may be the single most important reason I have chosen
to continue offering the studio every semester.

The benefits of the class have been marked, especially in the students’ ability to
make considered revisions of their written work. But what strikes me as most
important is what seems to happen to them as independent agents in charge of



their own learning and even of their own authorship. For example, after a few
weeks into each semester, many students report to their partners, rather than
to me, that they will be absent or late. By the time they write their third paper,
a number of students voluntarily peer review their papers more than the
requisite number of times and actively seek others in the class to work with
them, often without my prodding.

Some partnerships become strong. Indeed, in the first semester, several
partners became so entrenched in working together in the classroom that I
worried the studio class was promoting students’ over-dependence on their
studio partners. I was concerned about what they would do after the end of the
semester and worried that they would never visit the writing center, thereby
missing out on a different writing experience that they could use in subsequent
classes. But this has not happened: by the end of first semester, most of the
students reported that they visited the writing center, and the visitor’s log bears
them out. This pattern has continued in the two subsequent semesters.

These phenomena, as well as the general noise level of the studio, led me to
realize that the peer tutors have assumed some of the authority and control in
the class. That realization was exciting, but even more exciting is that students
in both the lower- and the higher-level course have used the studio as a
springboard to authorship and agency. Several have made attempts — some
successful — to publish their work or to put their personal statements to use in
other ways. In the second semester, one student used his personal statement
to apply for a substantial scholarship, which he won. Two students from that
semester published profiles in the student newspaper, and a third profile is
reportedly in press. Another used her peer-tutoring experience to co-author a
conference paper with me, and yet two others are in the process of writing a
proposal for the upcoming International Writing Centers Association
conference. Two of these seven student writers were in the lower-level course. I
cannot attest that the studio itself is responsible for the students’ authorship,
but I believe that it had a hand.

In a way, what my studio is doing is returning to the writing labs of the early
and mid-twentieth century. Like some of the earlier lab instructors who tried to
work on the same “plane” as their students (Buck, qtd. in Carino 18), I have
abandoned at least some of my authority. I don’t teach as much as I coach,
roaming the classroom and sitting with individuals or partners as they discuss a
paper or struggle with a lesson on MyCompLab.

There are crucial differences, however, between my studios and the writing
clinics and labs of yore. First, early writing labs and even early writing clinics
were not staffed by peer tutors but a single instructor (Carino 18). Thus,
collaboration did not occur. Second, there is no evidence that students in the
clinics wrote papers in addition to their drill and practice in grammar and
mechanics. Rather, lessons were seen as fundamental building blocks that
students would then use when they wrote for other classes. In my studio
course, lessons are applied as the need arises because of the writing that
students are doing in the studio itself. Related to the absence of any actual
writing in former writing labs is that the work students did would lack the
exigency that is possible in contemporary writing classrooms. In my studio, the
three papers are purposeful, audience-based, and knowledge-making
endeavors.

Sometimes I think that we avoid using lessons from the past for fear of



regressing. However, by considering all we have learned about the writing
process and the contextualization of writing, we may wish to experiment with
practices associated with writing labs. In this millennium, we must configure
our efforts to teach a wide range of students now entering universities,
colleges, and community colleges. Students with a wide range of ACT and SAT
scores expect to attend college. For many students, exposure to SAE is limited
to what is in high school textbooks. Of course, some time in middle school or
high school, many students have drilled and practiced in language rules, and I
suspect we will see more of that as school districts rush to meet standards to
comply with the No Child Left Behind Act. But how many have had anyone help
them make a connection between what they learn in a workbook and what they
write on their own page?

Perhaps a useful perspective is that those who employ writing center pedagogy
in a lower-level writing course come full circle, returning home. As long as we
keep refurnishing our home with the best of composition and rhetoric theory
and pedagogy, we need not fear using lessons of the past. That is, it may be
worth our time to investigate the potential of employing lab praxis such as drill-
and-practice lessons, but only if our students are studying language in the
service of creating purposeful, audience-centered and meaningful writing.
Perhaps one successful formula for facilitating authorship is that students work
in a highly motivating studio context made possible only by incorporating the
best of classroom, lab, and writing center pedagogy.

That, at least, has been my experience, and it has been humbling. I may be the
nominal expert in my classroom, but my students write the last word, and
that’s as it should be.
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Affirmations: How to Inspire Students to Revise
Spring 2008 / Focus

by Carol Hawkins, Mount Ida College

Building communities of mutual respect in the writing center and the
classroom

Genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration.
— Thomas Edison

Edison's wisdom reveals itself in the order of his thoughts. The 1% inspiration is
the spark to everything that follows. He knew that one is not willing or able to
exert enough energy to perspire if not inspired.

Carol Hawkins

A product of creative thinking, inspiration is a sudden moment of clarity. Many
students lack clarity when asked to write in school–particularly those whose
color, gender and economic class place them on the outside looking into the
classroom. Language differences are primary concerns, and I don’t mean just
English as a Second Language. Those who grow up female, poor, or nonwhite
may find their ways with words at odds with expectations on how to write in
school. They need affirmations to inspire them to sweat over a draft, not to
mention face the fear of writing in school. Think about it. If you were a student
who struggled to write, regardless of the reason, all through school, what would
help you to write and want to do it? Positive feedback is my guess.

Not really just a guess, I’ve spent a lot of time thinking about my own struggles
with literacy even though I consider myself a good writer. The darn grammar
used to get in my way, especially if I had a teacher who read for grammar first.



I also had problems with organizing my thoughts. I needed the freedom to
explore my ideas on the page, and I was never short on ideas to write about.
I’d always get into trouble if the teacher made me do an outline first. To make
matters worse, I had to learn a new way with words because my way was
judged as colloquial or quaint or slang.

Readers in the writing center learn to offer guidance by initiating
dialogue with writers. Talk is an important part of the writing
process; consequently, writing centers buzz with talk.

When I took my work to a writing center, I didn't have to worry about grammar,
organization, or spelling, at least not initially, because readers read without
judgment and then initiated dialogue by telling me what was working in the
draft. Because of these conversations, I gained confidence that I could meet a
reader's need without stifling my own voice. I was motivated to revise.

bell hooks and other feminist writers emphasize a need to “come to voice” (see
Talking Back and Teaching to Transgress), but one struggles if not encouraged.
Unlike the classroom and its conflicting objectives that need to be “covered and
assessed,” the writing center's objective is to guide revision. Readers in the
writing center learn to offer guidance by initiating dialogue with writers. Talk is
an important part of the writing process; consequently, writing centers buzz
with talk.

Facing the Page
Kind Ear

When I look back on my first writing experience at a community college, I recall
my fear and insecurity. I was a nontraditional student–older, barely graduated
from high school, married young, and never questioning my choices, of course,
until my first writing assignment in a freshmen composition class–to write a
personal narrative and reflect on what I’d learned from where I’d been. Taken
from Georgia O’Keefe’s autobiography, this question led me back to Cleveland,
during the 1960s, and high school where my husband and I met and fell in
love. Fast-forward to children, two girls (he wanted boys) and moving around
from place to place, state to state, in search of a better life, like the Joads from
the Grapes of Wrath, only to discover that we took our problems with us–
mainly a steady supply of Budweiser beer and a childhood full of hurt. We
ended our marriage many days and miles later, in Montana, when we couldn’t
carry the load anymore.

I inherited my father’s dream of a college education, a dream he never fulfilled.
My father’s regrets, my failed marriage, and the need to support my children
gave me the courage to try to earn a degree, even though I was much older
than most students in my classes. Fortunately one of my first courses became
my favorite: freshmen composition.

The way I see it, the language of school was not that different
from the language [my advisor] used at home, but for many of us,
it's a different story.

I remember my first writing conference. The composition teacher met with me
to discuss the personal narrative assignment. She held my paper in her hand
and looked me in the eyes. She handed my paper back to me while saying,
“You’ve had quite the life. You’re very courageous."



I felt confused. What was so courageous about me? My life seemed quite
ordinary. Doesn't everyone struggle? I know my students do. I find that many
of my students, like me, are more than willing to share very personal things in
their writing. My friend, Dorothy, who teaches first-year writing at another
college, says, “It is as if that faceless audience won’t ever actually know it is
us–even though our peers and instructors really aren’t faceless.” I suppose I
felt safe enough to write my narrative without censorship. I suppose I wasn't
even thinking about my readers but my own need to express myself.
Fortunately, my teacher listened and validated my writing. She showed me
respect.

The Shut Down
Critical Advisor

My writing atrophied some years later when I was trying to finish my
dissertation. My advisor and I had a strained relationship. He was a well-
published, award-winning, respected scholar in the field of composition. I
wanted a chance to work with him. I recall his first response to my writing. I
was taking a course where we had to read a book on writing relationships. I
strongly objected to the voice and tone of the writer when describing his
interactions with a young female student who cried during a writing conference.
I felt defensive when I read the author's thoughts about the student, which
sounded to me as if he were making fun of her feelings. In response, I wrote
that his lack of empathy made him a poor source for guidance on how to form
writing relationships. Little did I know at the time that the author was a former
student of my advisor and they worked together on the book. Talk about
putting my foot in my mouth.

My advisor also found my narratives too emotional. I wrote gut-wrenching
stories, mostly about inner-city high school students who struggled in school
and who I worked with as a research assistant on a portfolio project. The
portfolio asked them to answer the question, "who am I" with artifacts and
reflections that they placed inside their portfolios. I found their stories
meaningful because they were direct and honest. They pulled me into their
worlds by writing down thoughts, emotions, and experiences as real as the
narrative I wrote for my first-year composition teacher. However, my advisor
told me that I “romanticized” America’s underclass. I would respond by
referring him to a book I read by Michele Fine entitled Framing Dropouts that
helped me to better understand students' resistance and my own toward
school. I knew that the longer one has to travel between home and school, the
greater the struggle. This distance is not measured in miles but according to
one's place. Again, my advisor disagreed and thought Dr. Fine romanticized the
nation’s underclass as well.

[T]eachers and writing center tutors must be vigilant as readers,
to keep our own prejudices, biases, and assumptions in check.

My advisor also challenged my resistance to “academic discourse,” a language I
found foreign when I entered graduate school. He questioned whether
“academic discourse” even existed. I'd respond that I felt some kind of barrier,
thinking to myself how I would keep hitting the wall whenever I wrote for him,
but my advisor never affirmed these thoughts and feelings. If I wanted
affirmations, I would have to look elsewhere. I realized that if I wanted to get
my advisor's approval, I needed to conform. I had to pull back the passion and
quiet my own voice. I did so reluctantly, but I was not going to let him stop me



from getting that “damn piece of paper,” a term my father used in frustration
when referring to a college degree. My advisor became my gatekeeper.

To be fair, my writing was often messy. I burst ideas onto the page. I was
taught by Donald Murray to write big and revise later, inventing my topics as I
went (see Murray “Writing Before Writing”). I quickly realized, however, that I
best not take any messy drafts into my advisor’s office. He had neither the time
nor the patience to deal with that sort of word entanglement.

I remember one day when I asked my advisor about his writing process. I was
feeling embarrassed about a paragraph or two that sounded lovely to me but
were “overdone” and “unnecessary” to him.

“I bet you get the words down right the first time, don’t you?”
He responded, “The sentences come out the way I want them to most of
the time.”

The way I see it, the language of school was not that different from the
language he used at home, but for many of us, it's a different story. I left my
graduate program believing that he was the real writer and I was an imposter.
Later I would read about a condition called “The Imposter Syndrome,” coined by
Pauline Rose Clance and Suzanne Imes, where many females seemed unable to
internalize their accomplishments, particularly those who were first generation
college students like me (see The Imposter Phenomenon Among High Achieving
Women). I needed those affirmations, but that didn’t make me needy. All
students need affirmations, particularly those who struggle with writing.

Facing the Page
Kind Ear

I recall one of my lunch meetings with Donald Murray, in a small restaurant in
Durham. I could not believe my good fortune, to come to the University of New
Hampshire where he taught and wrote many of his books on writing. He
welcomed me as a graduate student, and I enjoyed many a chef’s salad with
him while talking about writing.

I devoured all Murray’s books and articles before I began teaching and was
anxious to share his words on writing in my sections of composition, especially
Crafting a Life, one of my favorites. My students and I read his insights and
actually got to discuss them with the author. He often agreed to come to my
classes and speak, even though he was retired from teaching. The joy of
meeting him, talking to him, and asking him questions about writing boosted
our confidence. We needed live authors to inspire us to write. “A writer teaches
writing,” Murray always said.

Our classrooms and writing centers must become communities
based on mutual respect, if we hope to inspire thoughtful
interaction and engagement in the writing process.

Donald Murray was a humble yet confident writer. He would admit to many false
starts and rewrites, yet he had just enough confidence to face the page. He
wrote about teaching writing as he told stories about his life as a troubled boy
who grew up in a working-class neighborhood in Boston. He too felt insecure.
He advised my students and me to write fearlessly and to “always follow the
surprise.”

My own writing hadn’t produced any surprises in quite some time. In the past I



would call Don and ask him if he would be willing to talk to me about my
writing. He agreed but I was foolish to think that I was special. Donald Murray
accepted an invitation for lunch to talk about writing with every graduate
student. I will never forget what he said about my dissertation one day at lunch
when I was stalled and feeling insecure with my advisor. While I was crunching
down a toasted crouton from my chef’s salad, he said, “Carol, you have to write
with authority. You are the expert on your topic.”

Authority? Expert? How could I write with authority, as an expert, when I felt
defeated and insecure after disappointing sessions with my advisor, who had all
the authority in our writing conferences?

The Role of Readers
Respectful Response

Donald Murray once wrote, “All writing is autobiographical” (66-74). I would
add that all response is autobiographical. How a reader responds to a student’s
writing is pivotal and reflects the values and judgments of the reader.
Therefore, teachers and writing center tutors must be vigilant as readers, to
keep our own prejudices, biases, and assumptions in check. We must offer rigor
with a dose of care. We must suspend judgment and listen. Whether teacher or
tutor, readers must begin with affirmations, letting writers know what's working
in their drafts, before they move to questions and collaborations on revision.

All writers need readers, but how that reader responds to a student's draft can
make or break a writer. Mutual respect is vital. The writer's need to express
authentic voice and the reader’s need for clarity are of equal importance. This
reciprocity was lacking in my writing relationship with my advisor. Our
classrooms and writing centers must become communities based on mutual
respect, if we hope to inspire thoughtful interaction and engagement in the
writing process.
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Authority and Cooperation: Five Views from Writing
Center Directors

Spring 2008 / Columns

by Patricia Burns and James Jesson, managing editors

Praxis surveys directors for their attitudes toward the roles of
authority and cooperation in writing centers

For this issue of Praxis, focusing on authority and cooperation, the editors
composed a survey exploring various aspects of the topic, which we sent to
several directors of writing centers around the country. The survey asked
directors to think about general writing center philosophy, directive versus
nondirective consulting approaches, writing center dynamics, training methods,
and the consultant's authority. The following article provides an overview of the
responses we received. Readers can click on the names in the following
paragraph to see each director's responses in full.

The seven directors responding to the survey come from four different writing
centers:
- Linda Bergmann - director of the Writing Lab, Purdue University
- Tammy Conard-Salvo — associate director of the Writing Lab, Purdue
University
- Christopher Ervin — director of the University Writing Center,
University of South Dakota
- Margaret Syverson — director of the Undergraduate Writing Center,
University of Texas at Austin
- Anne B. Warner — director of the Comprehensive Writing Program;
Terry Bozeman — assistant director of the Comprehensive Writing Program; and
Margaret Price — director of the Electronic Portfolio Project, Spelman
College

Writing Center Philosophy

We must state clearly that the opinions discussed below are those of the
individual respondents and do not represent the opinions of everyone at the
writing centers they direct. As Conard-Salvo writes, “we have 45 different
approaches and philosophies in our Writing Lab,” one for each staff member; or,
as Syverson puts it, “I can’t say that a writing center can have a philosophy.
There are provisional, dynamically realized understandings about how we
function together in various kinds of relationships: director, administrative staff,
consultants, students. Probably each person’s perspective differs about these
understandings.” There are limits to how much a director’s personal philosophy
will direct a writing center’s daily operations. Such an awareness of this limit
constitutes something of an implicit philosophy regarding the balancing of
authority and cooperation: whatever theories and philosophies a director holds,
the writing center’s character must develop through dynamic exchanges among
administrators, staff, and students.



Another way of understanding the dynamic conditions under which decisions
are made in the writing center is to recognize that the proper balance of
authority and cooperation is always determined in response to a specific
context. And a common theme running through these responses is the
reminder that different contexts require different approaches and a flexibility to
transcend any single philosophy. Conard-Salvo expresses this view in writing,
“I’d like to think that we are context-specific–that when we work with students,
we take into consideration the purpose and audience of the document as well
as the student’s own needs.” Certain consistent guidelines, however, can apply
across varying contexts. Conard-Salvo cites her “overarching philosophy” that
“the student maintains ownership of the document,” regardless of how directive
or nondirective the consultant is. Another contextual factor influencing
consultations is the nature of the technology involved. Conard-Salvo, who says
she has been very “interested in and involved in technology” and its role in
writing center work, states her faith that “technology enables students to be
more proactive in their work.” The educational “conversation” espoused by
Kenneth Bruffee (whom Conard-Salvo cites as an influence on her personal
philosophy) will occur within different contexts as new technologies assume
greater prominence in writing centers.

For now, most writing centers operate predominantly in the familiar context of
two or more people sitting together, discussing words on paper. And the
respondents to our survey from Spelman College report that conversation is
important in uncovering “the potential for productivity released by the student-
to-student interaction.” Warner, Bozeman, and Price write of their center’s focus
on the “empowering” nature of the peer conversation, the benefits of an
emphasis on “process” and on “exploratory talk,” and of the goal of developing
“strong, interactive writers who seek mutual gains from ‘talk.’” To these ends,
the Spelman tutors have “proven skills in communicating and writing” and are
“welcoming” to students. While much of their terminology is drawn from writing
center theory, the sentiments still express an awareness of the specific context
of the writing center consultation, in which consultants communicate with real
people facing unique, individual challenges. Their very personal approach has
allowed Spelman consultants to “engage the client as an individual in a
conversation that may address situations beyond the paper itself.”

Since writing center work involves individuals acting within dynamic contexts,
success can only be measured as part of an ongoing process. Ervin reports that
his center “share[s] authority. Consultants share with students and vice versa;
I, as the director, share authority with both undergraduate and graduate
student consultants.” He notes, however, the constant struggle–familiar, no
doubt, to many writing center directors–to “‘share’ authority as much as we
should” and to involve staff in decision-making and engage students in
consultations. Warner, Bozeman, and Price recognize the “‘conflict’ between
authority and democracy” conveyed by the title “peer tutors,” and their
strategies for engaging students help tutors balance these competing forces.
But such a balance results only from continued conversation between
consultants and students, and Warner et al. note that the “culture of
collaboration does become more established, less conflicted, as the tutoring
year goes on and repeat clients understand that their writing is a process which
may be enhanced by several conversations along the way.”

Directive versus Nondirective Approaches

Responses to our questions about directive versus nondirective consulting



generally reveal the sentiment that the two categories represent “a false
dichotomy” (Syverson) and that consultants need to find a “balance” (Ervin)
between the two approaches. Syverson writes that the “most important quality
of a good consultation is a skillful balance of directiveness and nondirectiveness
that is most appropriate to the student and the writing situtation. It is very
important to provide enough scaffolding so that the student is supported, yet
enough openness so that the discoveries and the learning are the student’s.”
Yet, as Ervin notes, finding the right balance can be “very difficult to achieve.”
This difficulty ensures a continued discussion over the proper proportions to
employ in achieving this balance. And different emphases in responses to this
section of our survey reveal the variations in personal approaches that make
this topic a site of ongoing debate.

Warner, Bozeman, and Price stress their center’s nondirective approach: “The
conference process, like the writing process, is exploratory. Our peers begin by
learning from the client what she wants and what focus would benefit her most
[...] All attention to the essay is client initiated.” Bergmann’s emphasis differs.
“While I do not suggest that our tutors take over students’ papers,” she writes,
“I feel like I’m not as interested in pursuing a non-interventionist, non-directive
agenda as many other administrators and practitioners in the Writing Center
field.” Bergmann’s personal philosophy is informed by her belief that tutors who
know about genre conventions and audience expectations have a duty to share
that information with less knowledgeable students. She writes that “if we can
push [students] to write in a way that their audience deems successful, and
show them why, we give them a very useful skill.” Though Conard-Salvo
“tend[s] to favor nondirective approaches to tutoring,” she echoes Bergmann in
arguing that “[d]irective consulting should take place when a student cannot
come to an answer on his or her own” such as “when a student needs
information about genre conventions or simply doesn’t have experience writing
a certain document.”

Context, again, is important in dictating the particular balance of directive and
nondirective consulting strategies. And certain contexts can make nondirective
approaches more difficult to employ. Ervin writes that consultants in his center
can “move easily back and forth” between directive and nondirective modes
during ESL conversation sessions that his center holds. In these sessions the
focus is not on a text but on a spoken exchange, and “students often steer the
sessions in the direction they’re interested in.” In consultations over written
work, consultants can “struggle sometimes to draw students out, and the
default then is to play “‘teacher.’” These contrasting situations illustrate the
challenge of initiating productive conversations about student writing.

Directors hoping to foster collaborative writing consultations offer different
types of training and guidance to help consultants balance authority and
cooperation. As part of their training, consultants at Spelman read essays from
the St. Martin’s Source Book for Writing Tutors, and each consultant leads a
presentation and discussion on one of the articles. Warner, Bozeman, and Price
note that their “peer tutors, as one hopes, teach each other a great deal about
how to facilitate the writing of their clients.” Syverson, meanwhile, believes
“direct observation is the best way to support consultants as they learn to find
this balance. It’s not possible to convey it through abstract discussion or
theoretical models, although we do discuss it. It is an embodied practice. Some
will intuitively recognize that balance, and others will have more of a struggle to
find it. That is why the feedback from observation is so helpful.” For some
consultants, balancing authority and cooperation will be more or less of a



struggle depending on how consultants are perceived by students, as well as
how they perceive their own authority. At Purdue, Conard-Salvo observes that
“it’s easier for students to think of our undergraduate tutors as peers” and that
“undergraduates often establish rapport with students through small talk and
shared experience.” Graduate students, Bergmann comments, are more likely
to “worry a lot about being over-directive,” though those who also use the
Writing Lab as clients can find it easier to balance directive and nondirective
approaches. But while employing nondirective strategies can reassure
consultants that they have met a writing center ideal, Bergmann stresses the
ultimate goal of serving students, which transcends more particular theoretical
goals: “[T]he last think I want a tutor to do is to withhold
information/knowledge from a client because the client has not discovered it for
him or her self. That is not the kind of writing center I’d like to go to, and so it
is not the sort I want to direct.”

Writing Center Dynamics

While writing centers have become a staple on college campuses, the
composition of writing center staffs varies across institutions. The staffs of the
centers we surveyed ranged from 100% undergraduate to 80% graduate
students. Two of the centers that employ both graduate and undergraduate
tutors said that graduates and undergraduates both hold administrative
positions but that graduate students are the ones that usually get these
positions. At the same time, however, no respondent recorded any conflicts
between the groups. Ervin says that, in his center, this is because “none of
them feel they’re ‘expert’ enough about WC work to be able to be an authority
over the others.” Bergmann notes that while her center is encouraging
undergraduates to take on roles that graduate students usually fill, she feels
that when graduate and undergraduate students work together on projects,
graduate students usually take the lead because they have more experience. At
the same time, she says, “they also work to make the undergraduates feel like
full working participants, and a considerable amount of mutual respect seems
to be developing.”

Diversity in writing centers rests not only in the composition of their staff but
also in how they assign roles and allow these roles to overlap in their centers.
In several of the centers we polled, consultants (both graduate and
undergraduate) hold administrative positions in addition to their consulting
duties. Bergmann says that “without our student administrators, we could not
do as much as we try to do.” Here, student administrative work is a vital part of
the day-to-day functioning of Bergmann’s center, and this appears to be the
trend among our respondents’ centers. Additionally, all of the respondents said
that non-student administrators spend at least some of their time consulting.
Warner, Bozeman and Price say that because of this, “the tutors are reassured
of our mutual commitment to our mission.” Syverson says that when
administrators and directors consult, “the overlap is helpful in understanding
the issues consultants are facing day to day.” At the same time, however, some
respondents admit that while they will consult on occasion, their other duties in
the writing center often take precedence.

Looking at writing center management in a larger, structural sense can yield
comparisons between management policies and writing center philosophies.
When asked if directive/nondirective consulting strategies were mirrored in
management, several respondents admitted that they saw no such connection.
However, some directors found the question helpful in describing how they



balance authority and cooperation in their centers. For instance, Bergmann
reflects that she tries “to put as much responsibility in students’ hands” as
possible while at the same time helping to solve problems and taking on a
mentoring role. This is very similar to what she sees as her center’s approach
to consulting. Warner, Bozeman and Price respond similarly in that in their
center “there is a minimal exercise of hierarchy.” Syverson, seeing a direct
connection, says, “as the Director, my aspiration is to make sure that everyone
is well-supported, has a voice, and can participate in decision-making as
appropriate. Again, it is a balance between being ‘directive’ and ‘nondirective.’”

There may also be visual and spatial elements to a writing center’s projection of
authority and cooperation. All respondents agreed that open rooms with small
tables for consultations seems to comprise the most functional and encouraging
space for writing consultations. Many respondents also mentioned break rooms,
libraries, and quiet spaces for concentration or more private consultations.
Administrative offices in all cases were said to be easily accessible with doors, if
any, kept open. For example, Conard-Salvo says that the offices of the directors
and secretaries “clearly demonstrate authority in the Writing Lab,” but “because
my door is always open, tutors often drop by with questions, comments,
suggestions, etc.” Ervin says that having open doors creates a space in which
“the administrative person can be available but also be removed from the
central space so as to avoid intrusion in sessions.” Conard-Salvo says that a
recent redesign has grouped tutors according to the function they are carrying
out rather than along lines of tutor groups (e.g., undergraduate and graduate
student tutors) and that this has had a positive effect on employee interaction
in her center.

It can be important to remember that how consultants are identified in online
consultations influences how students may view issues of authority and
cooperation. Ervin’s center has a synchronous online tutoring system (WebCT),
and he points out that when the associate coordinator logs on, “his online
identity is anonymous and his personal identity is masked by the ‘master’
identity of ‘WRITNG CENTER,’” whereas other online consultants are listed by
name. While the virtual space of synchronous web-based tutoring may pose
new challenges and require new training techniques in regards to authority and
cooperation, for most of our respondents, these virtual spaces are yet to be
created. Because these consultations will lack a face-to-face dimension,
considering how authority and cooperation are encoded will be vital when
creating these new areas of exchange.

Training Methods

No writing center can expect tutors to go to work without proper training. While
this training should help consultants develop confidence in their ability to
consult student writers, many centers also train consultants in their favored
consulting strategies — often working to de-center a consultant’s authority
while establishing their confidence. Training methods vary between centers and,
like management strategies, can mirror a director’s philosophy in regards to
authority and cooperation. Warner, Bozeman and Price tell us that each fall they
hold a full-day workshop that includes “familiarization with the St. Martin’s
Sourcebook, role playing, instruction on information forms for student clients,
and discussion of the standards of the program.” This is in conjunction with “a
one-hour course required of all new tutors.” In addition, consultants are asked
to produce presentations, conduct research, and keep journals as well as attend
workshops on library use and on tutoring students with disabilities.



Bergmann and Conard-Salvo note that their undergraduate consultants must
“take 1 of 2 training courses before they are even considered for tutoring
positions.” These training courses are either “designed for tutors of first year
composition students or tutors of business writing.” Their graduate students
must have taught composition for at least one year and must “attend a weekly
practicum usually taught by the Director, in which they read important articles
about tutoring writing, write responses, and discuss their own tutoring
experiences in terms of their reading.” Ervin says, “two systems are in place: A
Writing Center Theory/Practice/Research course and a faculty-nominated
training system.” Syverson says that undergraduates at her center take a one-
semester course and graduates have an orientation in the fall. She adds, “there
are regularly scheduled cohort meetings on topics such as personal statements
and working with ESL students.”

The training methods of these centers seem to be effective in that most
respondents see their new consultants as successfully collaborating with
students rather than attempting to edit a student’s work. Warner, Bozeman and
Price say that “peer tutors understand from the beginning that the client
remains in control of her paper.” Conard-Salvo tells us that her consultants
“receive specific training on minimalist tutoring techniques” and observe and
practice tutorials before they are hired. Theory and practice seem to combine in
this area to help consultants avoid the impulse to edit another’s work.

The Consultant’s Authority

The responses to whether a center assigns different levels of authority to
graduate and undergraduate students were highly varied among the directors
surveyed. Conard-Salvo notes that her center tries to “discourage any view that
somehow the graduate tutors are ‘better’ or have more authority than the
undergraduate tutors.” But at the same time she notes that “there are more
administrative positions available to graduate tutors” and they are more visible
because her center’s graduate consultants, as opposed to her undergraduate
consultants, work as generalists tutors at their main location. Similarly,
Svyerson says that while Assistant Directors are selected from among graduate
students, she is “not aware of any difference in the levels of authority.” Ervin,
on the other hand, says that he assigns “grad students to positions of authority,
but they seldom feel like they know more than the undergraduates, so they
don’t really inhabit those positions.” He also wishes that his graduate students
would take on more of a mentor or leadership role than they typically do.
Finally, Bergmann admits that if she were a client, she “would value the
authority of a graduate tutor (having taught a year of fyc [first year
composition] before applying to the position) … Not to recognize this difference
in experience,” she concludes, “ would be silly.”

Writing center directors may work to minimize the apparent differences in
authority assigned to their undergraduate and graduate consultants, but
students writers may simply be looking for the best help they can get. Praxis
asked if student writers demonstrated a preference for either graduate or
undergraduate consultants. Conard-Salvo feels that in her center, because
“undergraduates have a very specialized role and area of expertise,” the
impulse to assign large amounts of authority to graduate students (because
they are also teachers) is minimized. Bergmann notes that if she visited the
writing center she would “want the most critical reading” she could get and
suggests that “there’s a lot more research” needed in the area of student
expectations of the writing center. Ervin admits that “some do [assign more
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authority to graduate students]–they ask for graduate students–because they
feel like undergraduates can’t offer effective feedback and direction.”

Observing consultation dynamics is an important part of directing a writing
center and maintaining a center’s goals. When asked if they saw a difference in
the way that consultees treat graduate and undergraduates and if they
encountered any conflicts in peer-to-peer sessions, respondents
overwhelmingly responded that they had not observed any conflicts when
undergraduates consult undergraduates. Ervin states that he believes that
students who visit the writing center believe that consultants at any grade level
“hold positions of authority based simply on the fact that they’re hired to work
in the writing center.” At the same time, however, he says that the consultations
themselves often challenge this designation of authority and tend to promote
peer interaction instead. Syverson says that her undergraduate consultants are
“comfortable and confident assisting peers in this environment” and has
observed no significant difference between graduate and undergraduate
relationships with visiting students. Similarly, Conard-Salvo says, “sometimes I
perceive a difference in consultation dynamics, but not usually.” Like Syverson,
she feels that “undergraduate tutors are able to create a positive rapport with
their undergraduate tutees.” Both Syverson and Ervin point out that they have
had minimal feedback in this regard and that their answers come from their
observations alone. Bergmann, additionally, feels that observation should be
augmented by empirical research. She asks, “how much genre and audience
knowledge do peer tutors have? How do undergraduate tutors compare with
graduate tutors in this regard?” She concludes, “I’d like to see some systematic
study of this before I comment on it.”

    Praxis is a project of the Undergraduate Writing Center at the University of Texas at Austin 
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CFP: Fall 2008 Issue of Praxis: Technology in Today's Writing Center

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal welcomes submissions for its Fall 2008 issue.
Praxis welcomes essays on a wide range of topics related to writing centers. We
also encourage submissions on this issue’s theme: Technology in the Writing
Center. Many centers have begun to incorporate technology that goes beyond
the paper and pencil consultations of the past. Many centers now use laptops,
flash drives, computers, emails, OWLs, and synchronous chat in their
consultations. These additions provide new opportunities for collaborative work
in the writing center, but may also create problems of authority, voice,
plagiarism, and collusion. Enthusiasm over the possibilities afforded by new
technologies may lead writing centers to employ them without sufficiently
considering the effect on consultation dynamics. Praxis invites submissions that
interpret the theme of Technology in the Writing Center broadly; however, some
possible applications include

Training for new technologies
Consultant reaction to new media
Benefits and drawbacks of asynchronous (email) consultations
Benefits and drawbacks of synchronous (chat) consultations
Using technology in administration
Navigating technical difficulties
Online scheduling
Compiling and analyzing student feedback
Reexaminations of older technologies

Submission guidelines:

Recommended article length is 1000 to 2000 words. Articles should conform to
MLA style. Send submissions as a Word document e-mail attachment to James
Jesson and Patricia Burns at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu. Also include the
writer’s name, e-mail address, phone number, and affiliation. Because Praxis is
a Web-based journal, please do not send paper; we do not have the resources
to transcribe printed manuscripts. Images should be formatted as jpeg files and
sent as attachments.

Deadline for Spring Issue: September 5, 2008

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal (praxis.uwc.utexas.edu/praxisarchive) is a
biannual electronic publication sponsored by the University of Texas
Undergraduate Writing Center, a component of the Department of
Rhetoric and Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. It is a forum for
writing center practitioners everywhere.

We welcome articles from writing center consultants and administrators related
to training, consulting, labor issues, administration, and writing center news,
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initiatives, and scholarship. For further information about submitting an article
or suggesting an idea, please contact the editors at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu.
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Centering the Writer or Centering the Text: A
Meditation on a Shifting Practice in Writing Center
Consultation

Spring 2008 / Focus

by Matthew Ortoleva, the University of Rhode Island

Choosing your approach based on the writer's needs

Since I began working with students as a writing consultant in the University
of Rhode Island’s Writing Center two questions have vexed me: Where
should the consultant’s focus be during a consultation–on the writer or on the
text? And when is it time to move to a more directive approach to writing
consultation?[1] These questions have concerned me since the fall of 2005,
when, at the request of the new interim director of our writing center, I read
Stephen North’s article “The Idea of the Writing Center.” The new director
wanted to remind us that North’s axiom, “our job is to produce better writers,
not better writing” (438), should continue to loom large in our center’s lore. We
were reminded to be writer-focused.

Matthew Ortoleva

However, during individual tutorial sessions the center’s staff, deliberately or
not, would frequently move between a “text-centered” approach and a “writer-
centered” approach, between product and process. Such back-and-forth
movement was in our practice but often left out of our discourse. Moreover,
student motivations complicated the scenario. Students often come into the
writing center text-focused. They, of course, are concerned with the grade they
will receive on a particular assignment. There appeared to be dissonance
between our discourse and our practice, and between our motivations and the
motivations of the students we serve.

This problem was further complicated during one of our staff meetings when a
writing consultant raised the concern of working with students outside of her
discipline. Specifically, she felt uncomfortable consulting with students from the



science and engineering disciplines. This concern had developed, in part, over
the writing of a senior organic chemistry major who frequented the writing
center for help with his lab reports. The lab-report genre and the discourse of
organic chemistry were foreign to the consultants in our center. The question of
just how much a writing consultant can help a student without knowing that
student’s discipline became a hotly debated issue. Implicit in this debate was
the argument that writing consultants could not effectively work with students
from unfamiliar disciplines. The implications of this argument troubled me.
Should an 18th century British literature specialist avoid students who were
writing about 20th century American literature? Should every writing center
have an astrophysicist on staff? What if, as in our case, a writing center is
staffed primarily by English studies people — does the center become a
resource only for that department and not for the university community? This
on-going discussion led me to ask “what is it we do in the writing center?” And
“what can I do as a writing consultant when I am not familiar with a content
area?” I had to consider whether I could work with a writer to build a rhetorical
sensitivity even if I can’t penetrate the specialized vocabulary of a particular
discipline, or, as Jeff Brooks suggests, work with a writer so he or she may
learn to strengthen his or her own text. I soon found that working with a
student from an unfamiliar discipline necessitated a writer-centered approach.

Samantha[2] , a doctoral student in clinical psychology, scheduled an
appointment with me for a writing center consultation. I was unfamiliar not only
with the discourses of clinical psychology, but also with the constraints placed
upon the discipline’s writers. I relied on North’s “pedagogy of direct
intervention” to guide the session and chose to focus on the writer’s process.
We talked, she wrote. I asked questions of Samantha the writer: questions
concerning convention, clarification, and purpose. What does the assignment
call for? Why this arrangement? Is this the only way to organize this essay, or is
there another? Can you tell me what this term means? Will your reader know
this term? I forced Samantha to make decisions about her writing based on the
answers she gave to these questions. She slowly began to claim authority over
her text. I worked on the writer, the writer worked on the text.

Consultants need to abandon their concept of the Ideal Text and
focus on helping students close the distance between intention
and effect […]

Lil Brannon and C.H. Knoblauch’s article, “On Students’ Rights to Their Own
Texts: A Model of Teacher Response,” serves as an important point of
intervention when considering a text-centered or writer-centered approach.
Although Brannon and Knoblach’s article addresses classroom pedagogy, it is
readily applicable to writing center work. Brannon and Knoblach provide a
deeper understanding of what North considers “the old writing center work” of
being text-focused, and “the new writing center work” of being writer-focused.
To Brannon and Knoblach, when classroom teachers become fixated on a notion
of the “Ideal Text,” they take away the student writers’ authority to make their
own choices about their writing. Brannon and Knoblach are clear about the
potential harm: a reduced desire to communicate, a feeling of not having
anything important to say, and a reduced desire to write (159). Is it possible
that a text-centered tutorial session in a writing center can cause or exacerbate
this harm? We, as writing center consultants, must be careful not to allow our
fixation with the Ideal Text to duplicate the harm that such a classroom
approach may cause.



Brannon and Knoblach’s solution to this problem is to restore the student
writer’s authority. To Brannon and Knoblach “the teacher’s role is not to tell the
student explicitly what to do but rather to serve as a sounding-board enabling
the writer to see confusions in the text and encouraging the writer to explore
alternatives that he or she may not have considered” (162). This sounding-
board approach echoes North’s recommendation to talk and listen to students
about their writing. Writing center consultants serve as ideal sounding boards
for student writers. Extending Brannon and Knoblach’s pedagogy to the writing
center helps define a writer-centered tutorial session. Consultants need to
abandon their concept of the Ideal Text and focus on helping students close the
distance between intention and effect, or what “the writer meant to say and
what the discourse actually manifests of that intention” (161). Following
Brannon and Knoblach, we should no longer see errors in a text — a remnant of
the current traditional paradigm — but rather see opportunities for clarification
and refinement as the student writer moves through the writing process. I
believe this is the approach I used when Samantha, the clinical psychologist,
came into the writing center.

However, soon my faith in a writer-centered approach ran into an obstacle. A
student named Maria approached me for help with her graduate school essay.
Maria wished to pursue an advanced degree in international relations. She was
an exceedingly bright and talented student but ran into some ESL trouble when
writing in English, having moved to the United States from Columbia only a few
years earlier. However, her ability to speak effectively and communicate
interpersonally was profound. When the university’s Center for Nonviolence
and Peace Studies was asked to help secure the return of a Columbian official
from kidnappers, Maria was asked to serve as a translator because of her
intimate knowledge of the region’s dialect and customs. Maria had letters of
recommendation from both the president of our university and the
distinguished scholar that runs our Center for Peace Studies. Still, Maria was
concerned about her essay.

I may have slightly improved Karen’s paper, but she left the same
writer as when she entered.

North suggests that, regardless of the type of project, we must “look beyond or
through that particular project, that particular text, and see it as an occasion
for addressing our primary concern, the process by which it is produced” (438).
However, I made the decision to focus on Maria’s text. I have to say that I
didn’t care about building a better writer, only about doing anything I could to
help her get into the graduate school of her choice. I helped her clarify points
and re-write sentences. I gave specific and directed instructions to the extent
that I felt I was still ethical and not writing the essay for her. The two of us
worked on the text as if it were a child’s model airplane, taking painstaking
steps to make it just right, to make it “ideal.” I don’t know how big a role, if
any, her essay played in her acceptance to a half-dozen top international
relations programs, but I can say with some confidence that she never had to
worry about her essay hindering her chances. I’m not sure North’s axiom had
any place in my work with Maria. And her situation was not unique.

Karen, a graduate student pursuing an M.B.A., needed help with a twenty-four
page business analysis for a graduate accounting course. A number cruncher at
heart, Karen was also a solid writer. She had written six or seven drafts of her
analysis. She felt that she had reached a point where she could no longer



recognize what she called “errors,” even when she read her paper carefully. I
said I would read through her paper and see if I spotted anything. I became
text-centered. Karen obviously knew her own writing process well. The text was
clean, well organized, and easy to follow. I spotted half a dozen or so small
mechanical and punctuation errors, mostly comma usage, and one typo. I
walked her through the corrections and she left happy with the session, feeling
good about her paper. I may have slightly improved Karen’s paper, but she left
the same writer as when she entered.

My last example is Alicia, a senior who came into the writing center for a
consultation. She had an enviable grade point average and was planning on
graduate nursing school. She wanted to work on a cover letter for an internship
program that she thought would help her get into the graduate school of her
choice. We met in the writing center and began work on her letter. Our first
meeting was very collaborative and I was happy when she began asking
questions about audience, genre, and purpose, questions she had learned to
ask in her freshman writing course that still stayed with her. We talked, and she
made revisions to her letter. I agreed to carry on an email consultation with her
until she was happy with the letter. She emailed me drafts with thoughts,
concerns, and explanations about revisions that she had made. I would
comment and send them back. Alicia called on the writing skills that she had
built through four years of undergraduate study. Her goal was an effective
letter. In the end our collaboration yielded the letter she wanted. I remained
writer-centered by offering my thoughts on her decisions.

As writing consultants, we must balance the student’s desire to
leave with an improved text and our desire to help students
internalize the lessons learned during the improvement of that
text.

These are examples of situations in which I had to choose to be either writer-
centered or text-centered. In each case, however, the choice was mine. Marilyn
Cooper suggests that North’s axiom of “building better writers” in practice can
lead to conflict between a writer-centered tutor and a text-centered student.
Cooper observes that students come for help in making their document perfect
and “are confronted with tutors who have their own primary concern, a concern
for the process of writing” (100). How do students’ own purposes and
motivations for writing affect our understanding of text-centered vs. writer-
centered tutoring? Is there a way to align the motivations of writing consultant
and student? It may not always seem practical, but collaboration between
writing consultant and student should start with a discussion and mutual
agreement about the goals of a session, particularly if writing centers are going
to move beyond the remedial “fix-it” model. Cooper suggests that “tutors build
personal relationships with their students and come to understand how their
students’ lives and experiences shape their writing practices” while helping
students “negotiate a place within the confines of writing assignments for
interests and abilities that arise out of their experiences” (109). At the same
time, however, we must realize that the text the student carries into the writing
center is always the student’s primary concern. As writing consultants, we must
balance the student’s desire to leave with an improved text and our desire to
help students internalize the lessons learned during the improvement of that
text.

Still, I’m drawn back to Maria, who sought to change the world of international
relations. What would Maria have thought about a writer-centered approach



while writing an essay that she believed could influence the rest of her life? Did
she need a sounding board for her writing, or did she need directed criticism
and a text-centered focus on her graduate school essay? Did she need to
internalize lessons learned, or was that best left for another day? And I think of
Samantha, the clinical psychology doctoral student, who needed a sounding
board to discuss her writing process and the confidence to make her own
choices about her writing. She saw the importance of honing her writing skills
so that she could successfully navigate and contribute to the conversations
within the clinical psychology community while at the same time revising and
improving a particular text.

How can we avoid falling, unknowingly, into a text-centered session which
focuses on the Ideal Text? Is there a time when we need to make a strong
intervention into a text and put our concern for developing the writer in the
background, at least momentarily? Attempting to answer these questions may
help writing centers become places of sustenance for writing consultants, and
for our student-writers.

Notes

[1]This essay grew from a presentation given at the 2007 Northeast Writing
Center Association Conference and from a collaborative research project with
my writing center director, Dr. Jeremiah Dyehouse. My many thanks to him for
his guidance.

[2]All student names in this essay are pseudonyms.
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Praxis interviews Elizabeth O'Hare, graduate student in neuroscience,
and writing consultant at the University of California, Los Angeles,
Graduate Writing Center

Elizabeth O'Hare

Name: Elizabeth O’Hare

Age: 29

Writing center: UCLA Graduate Writing Center, Los Angeles, CA

Size of school: 11,200 graduate students; 25,500 undergraduate students

Year in school and area of study: Ph.D. Candidate in Neuroscience

Number of years working in writing centers: 2

Job title: Writing Consultant

Describe the work you do in the writing center: My work at the UCLA
Graduate Writing Center has two main components. First, I see individual
graduate students for hour-long consultations. These sessions are largely
driven by the client’s writing concerns and can include discussions on proper
writing style, overcoming writer’s block, organizing and outlining in preparation
for writing, and help with basic grammar. The second part of my work involves
designing and leading workshops that provide instruction and advice on
securing funding for graduate research in the natural and biomedical sciences
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and preparing federal grant applications.

Describe the training you’ve participated in: Our in-house training program
covers basic writing issues, conferencing strategies, academic integrity, writing
across the curriculum, dissertation and fellowship writing, and working with ESL
students.

How do you normally start a consultation? I like having students tell me a
bit about themselves and their research projects. I find that this puts them at
ease, and plus, what graduate student doesn’t want to tell a stranger about the
project that has been consuming all of their time and energy!

Describe your consulting style: I attempt to guide students down the path
towards their particular writing goals. I think it is best when the students drive
the consultation session, that is, when they are actively participating and
attempting to improve their writing. I am also a big proponent of having
students verbally describe what they want to write. I estimate that this solves
“writer’s block” about 75% of the time!

My favorite kind of consultation is: I really enjoy working with students as
they prepare grant, fellowship, or award applications. I relish the challenge of
helping students advance their careers as they highlight their academic and
personal accomplishments.

My greatest strength as a consultant is: I have the ability to unpack issues
methodically and tackle each writing concern my client presents. This helps me
to be able to conceptualize the goals of their writing project very quickly.

My greatest weakness is: Grammar explanations and spelling are not my
strongest areas!

What I like about working in a writing center is: I really enjoy getting to
read about such a variety of different topics, and I truly value being able to help
someone overcome their trepidation of writing.

What I don’t like is: It bothers me when clients are ungrateful and assume
that I am here to correct their papers.

What advice would you give to beginning consultants? Don’t
underestimate the psychological and/or emotional component that is often
central to a student’s fear of writing. Far too many people approach writing with
the wrong attitude, one that is often based on the fact that writing is difficult
for them, or that they are “bad” at writing. As a consultant, you should strive
always to praise first and then provide constructive criticism.

What kind of writing do you do? My writing at the moment is centered on
the four journal articles that will eventually comprise my dissertation. Virtually
all of my writing is scientific writing, which makes my life a lot easier than the
average dissertating student in the humanities!

How has working in a writing center affected the way you write?
Without a doubt, working at the writing center has made me a stronger, more
disciplined writer. I think this relates to the adage of “practicing what you
preach.”
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Encouraging Tutor Independence
Spring 2008 / Training

by Gayla Mills, Randolph-Macon College

Creating authority in peer tutors by decentering the director's role

To celebrate the end of the semester, I hosted a dinner for my tutors the day
after the writing center closed for exams. As we sat eating and chatting, I was
dismayed when one of them interrupted our dinner to answer her cell. But then
I overheard a practiced “What’s your thesis?” as she strode from the room.

Gayla Mills

I was charmed that a tutor would stop eating in order to help another student.
This wasn’t the first time I’d seen these undergrads put the needs of others
first. On the other hand, I wondered if my role as director was to intervene.
Should I let them choose where to draw the line with their needy writers, or
should I guide them in determining the limits of their tutoring responsibilities?

I asked the other tutors in the room what they thought. They all agreed that
Jes needed to take the call. “That’s Sharon on the phone. She really does have
a problem with developing a thesis,” one of them said. And so I got a glimpse
into a culture from which I, as director, was often excluded.

I also saw a small piece of the role that tutoring plays in the lives of these
students and in their emerging selves. “Being able to help a student in need
gives me a sense of purpose,” said one sophomore.

[My tutors'] freedom from my authority has fostered their
interdependence and sense of responsibility.

When I became the writing center director two years ago, I considered whether
to change its existing schedule: it was open only in the evenings, from 6-11
pm, Sunday to Thursday. The theory is that students do most of their writing in
the evenings, so that is the best time to offer them help. But it also means that



the tutors, all undergraduates, work unsupervised.

After talking with the seasoned tutors and engaging in some soul searching, I
decided to keep the evening hours. I thought the benefit of having them take
charge without a clear older authority present outweighed the loss of having an
“expert” they could turn to in a pinch. They had to become their own experts,
even if it meant they might stumble while finding their footing.

It worked. No matter how friendly I try to be, how approachable, or how
supportive, I am still their boss. Their freedom from my authority has fostered
their interdependence and sense of responsibility. They handle the evening
crises, the appointment scheduling and drop-in logistics, the sudden software
glitches or odd requests. To ensure fewer glitches, I schedule an experienced
tutor on each shift in the fall. That way the new ones have someone to turn to
if they get in over their heads. We also discuss how they handle questions they
can’t answer or the ways they can approach each other if they overhear a
session taking a wrong turn.

I consider it an important aspect of my job to help tutors find
[their] strengths and develop them.

As one tutor wrote in a class essay, “Working at the writing center has built up
a sense of strong teamwork for me. Although we tutors have our sessions
individually, we do sometimes ask each other questions or even ask for help
when one of us gets stuck in a tough situation.” Because they don’t have an
expert to fall back on, they learn to depend on each other. More importantly,
each learns his own strength and shares it with others. I consider it an
important aspect of my job to help tutors find these strengths and develop
them. I am able to do that more easily in my role as professor.

I teach a one-credit fall semester class to new tutors designed to give them a
context and crutch as they begin their first sessions. In addition to learning the
nuts and bolts, they develop their relationships with each other and accept a
new level of responsibility. For some, this is their first job. They also navigate
their way, with some awkwardness, through the transition from calling me
“Professor” to using my first name. But this, too, serves as a bridge between
their lives as underappreciated undergraduates to their evolving professional
selves.

One class assignment has been especially effective at helping them develop as
tutors. They are asked to choose a discipline specialty and to teach each other
how to tutor it. Their first step is to meet with the department chair, then with a
second faculty member. The tutors come armed with questions about how
students can write better papers in that discipline. In addition, they interview
students in the major to find out what helps them with their class writing
assignments.

Yet on a small liberal arts campus where everyone knows what’s
going on, it’s important to showcase the tutors and build
confidence in their abilities among the faculty.

The tutors then prepare and present a one page handout in class that
summarizes their findings. The results are informative, helpful, and interesting
because they reflect varied perspectives. If a particular professor has a quirk in
writing preferences, that is noted too. One tutor wrote in her final class essay,
“The handouts that came from this assignment are a great resource during
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tutoring sessions and give me more confidence when I am asked to tutor a
subject I’m unfamiliar with.” Another focused on his own studies: “By
interviewing the two professors I knew the best in the department, I was able
to get a better understanding of the criteria teachers use when grading political
science essays. This information will provide me with a resource that I can use
for the rest of my college career, and one that I hope others will find useful as
well.”

From my perspective, the exercise is a subtle way to illustrate to my colleagues
the more democratic structure of the writing center. As director of writing
across the curriculum, I am expected to provide information in a top-down
fashion. It’s understood that these faculty and I, together, will discuss and
address the “problems” students are having with their writing and “how to
correct them.”

Yet on a small liberal arts campus where everyone knows what’s going on, it’s
important to showcase the tutors and build confidence in their abilities among
the faculty. From the tutor interviews, faculty learn that the writing center is
working to help students in each discipline. They learn that the writing center
values the details considered essential for success in each field. And they learn
this from the tutors, the ones working the front lines.

The next time I hear these budding professionals answering their cells, I’ll be
thinking twice about the bonds they’re creating with each other and the culture
on which they depend. And I’ll be pleased to feel on the fringes rather than on
top.

____________________

Gayla Mills is Director of Writing Across the Curriculum and Instructor of
English at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland, Virginia. She is also a
freelance writer and former book editor.
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European Writing Centers Association Conference
Spring 2008 / News and Announcements

Initiating Writing Center Work - Connecting Secondary, Higher, and
Professional Education

Freiburg, Germany, June 22-23, 2008

Writing centers are still rather rare in the different educational landscapes
within Europe. Nevertheless, the acknowledgment of a growing diversity of
learners in primary, secondary, higher and professional education has forced
politicians, administrators, and teachers to demand new forms of individualized
support for students. In many institutions, so-called learning centers, academic
training units, communication centers, and competence centers have been set
up. However, in their attempts to support a wide variety of student needs, such
centers often fail because of their remits are far too broad.

In contrast, some centers have begun to recognize the importance of focusing
on key competencies--such as writing and reading, and presentation skills–in
their service. Based on such a focus, highly specialized and therefore effective
work with students can become possible, and as a result, specific needs and
institutional standards can be made more visible.

Keynote Speakers Michele Eodice, Magnus Gustafsson, Jonathan Worley,
Pamela Childers, Matthew Martin, and Dilek Tokay.
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Featured Center: The Rattler Writing Center
Spring 2008 / Consulting

Praxis visits the Rattler Writing Center

Students at the Creative Writing Camp
at Texas State University

Name of center: The Rattler Writing Center

Institutional affiliation: San Marcos High School and The Hays County
Juvenile Center

City, State: San Marcos, Texas

Web address: http://www.writingcenter.txstate.edu

Director: Nancy Effinger Wilson

Year opened: 2006

History: The Rattler Writing Center opened in the fall of 2006 as a collaborative
effort between the San Marcos High School and Texas State University-San
Marcos to help high school students prepare their college application and
scholarship essays. In the spring of 2007, we received a Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board G-Force grant, and we expanded the SMHS
Rattler Writing Center to include a Creative Writing Club and Summer Creative
Writing Center. We also opened a satellite writing center at the Hays County
Juvenile Center, assisting with their college preparation program. With
continued support from our THECB G-Force grant, all of these Rattler Writing
Center programs continue to thrive.

Sponsoring department, school, or organization: Texas State University



Writing Center.

Number of consultations in the last year: In the fall of 2007, the Rattler
Writing Center tutored 98 students.

Square footage: The Rattler Writing Center at San Marcos High is 360 square
feet. The satellite Rattler Writing Center at the Hays County Juvenile Center is
500 square feet.

Services offered: The Rattler Writing Center (RWC) provides individualized
writing support to SMHS students at both the main campus and the satellite
center at the Hays County Juvenile Center. The RWC also sponsors a Creative
Writing Club and a Creative Writing Summer Camp for students who wish to
explore writing without the constraints of standardized exams or grades. The
Rattler Writing Center's goal is to bridge the gap between high school and
college, and to encourage all students to pursue higher education.

Consulting at the Rattler Writing Center

Staff: In the fall of 2007, the Rattler Writing Center had eight tutors (four
graduate and undergraduate university students): five at the high school center
and three at the Juvenile Center. The tutors were awarded $1,000 G-Force
scholarships and asked to volunteer 100 hours. All of the tutors were trained
and experienced writing tutors and/or teachers.

Clientele: The Rattler Writing Center clients are high school students—85%
Latina/o; 11% European-American; 2.7% African-American; and 1.3% Asian-
American. Most of the high school Rattler Writing Center clients are working on
college application and scholarship essays. They are primarily concerned with
answering the question(s) asked and doing so in correct and articulate English.
The students at the Juvenile Center are primarily preparing for the GED. Most of
these students are struggling with writing because they have not received
adequate instruction in prewriting, organizing, and drafting in the past. Once
we offer strategies for producing a quality piece of writing, the students make
remarkable progress.

Money Matters: We are lucky to have received a Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board G-Force Grant. However, the grant only covers staff costs;
the Texas State University Writing Center provides reference materials, and the
San Marcos High School and Hays County Juvenile Center provide office
supplies.
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Students at the Creative Writing
Camp at Texas State University

Current events/programs: In June of 2008, we will once again hold our
Summer Creative Writing Camp at the Texas State University Writing Center.
Rattler Writing Center tutors who are enrolled in the Texas State University
M.F.A. program serve as the instructors and camp leaders. Last year, many of
the Rattler Writing Center clients attended, which provided wonderful continuity
for them and us. In addition to attending creative writing classes and
workshops, the campers produce a literary journal featuring work produced
during the camp. The camp culminates in a public reading at the Katherine
Anne Porter House in Kyle, Texas.

Philosophy: We strive to give every student an opportunity to succeed at
writing, whether it be an essay for the GED, a college application essay, or a
creative piece. We recognize that individualized instruction and support is the
optimal means to that goal.

Consulting at the Rattler
Writing Center

What else should people know about your center? Such a collaboration
between a high school and a university writing center is absolutely do-able.
Even before we had received a grant, our university writing center tutors were
volunteering to help high school students with college application essays.
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From the Editors: Authority and Cooperation
Spring 2008 / Columns

Praxis explores authority and cooperation in the writing center

In this issue, Praxis takes a look at two forces operating at many levels of
writing center operations: authority and cooperation. Of the two, the second
perhaps plays a more straightforward role in thinking about writing centers,
which are commonly thought of as safe spaces for cooperation, collaboration,
and learning. Authority is more complicated. Those in the writing center world
often see their work in opposition to the authority of the larger academic world.
At the same time, they work to develop students’ authority over their writing
(and perhaps do so by developing students’ competence in the discourse of the
academy). Contradictions in these goals are accompanied by difficult questions
about process. “Peer consultants” strive to be “nondirective” and not to usurp
students’ ownership of their writing. But in practice the consultant’s authority is
an integral part of the consultation. The key is to balance authority and
cooperation, but the proper proportion of the two, and the way to achieve the
right balance, are open to debate. The articles in our Spring 2008 issue
contribute to this important discussion.

Our Focus section begins with two pieces surveying major issues at the heart
of the matters of authority and cooperation. Steven J. Corbett reviews
influential arguments in the directive/nondirective debate, and Matthew
Ortoleva looks at the benefits of student-centered versus text-centered
consulting. Carol Hawkins and Tom Truesdell, meanwhile, consider the writing
center’s role in students’ induction into the discourse of the academy. In
affirming the importance of the writing center’s role in listening to students,
Hawkins recalls her own struggles to assert her personal voice in the face of
academic authority. Truesdell reexamines the influence of Kenneth Bruffee,
suggesting that the methods Bruffee advocates might lead centers to mimic,
rather than oppose, the authority of the academy. Finally, two Focus articles
contemplate the ways in which authority and cooperation play out in email
consultations. Andrea Ascuena and Julia Kiernan explore various strategies for
encouraging collaboration in asynchronous email consultations, and Lori B.
Baker looks at how targeted email consultations raise questions about
“oversight” that can shed light on the consultant-student-instructor dynamic.

Two Consulting articles look at the identity that consultants project in the
writing center. Graduate student Elizabeth Chilbert writes of the challenge of
balancing instructor and consultant identities, and undergraduate Samantha
Mudd discusses the experience of being the only female consultant in her
writing center. Glenda Conway considers how writing centers might take a
liberatory approach to education in attempting to rescue students from
apathetic attitudes toward academic writing assignments. And rounding out the
Consulting section, Praxis interviews neuroscience student and UCLA Graduate
Writing Center consultant Elizabeth O’Hare and visits two satellite writing
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centers at San Marcos High School and the Hays County Juvenile Center, each
sponsored by the Texas State University Writing Center.

Our Training section contains four articles that approach the theme of
authority and cooperation from a variety of perspectives. These articles focus
on ways in which training techniques and management structures can influence
writing center dynamics. Doug Dangler, Michele Eodice, Carol Peterson
Haviland, Jill Pennington, and Tiffany Turcotte, using Robert Sutton’s The No
Asshole Rule: Building a Civilized Workplace and Surviving One that Isn’t,
examine how to spot, address, and overcome “asshole” behaviors with the goal
of building a positive work environment within the writing center. Gayla Mills
describes how she has fostered independence in her tutors through a hands-off
approach to directing: de-centering authority and encouraging collaboration
between tutors. Cindy Cochran explores writing lab pedagogy of the past in her
search for ways in which grammar instruction can avoid being overly
authoritative and, instead, promote lively, collaborative learning in the right
setting. Finally, Alaina Feltenberger, in relating her experience with community
and cooperation in building a high school writing center, discusses the need for
more writing centers at the secondary level.

Finally, in our Columns section, Praxis presents and discusses the results of a
survey about authority and cooperation given to writing center directors. Praxis
asked five writing center directors to describe their writing center philosophy,
their center’s dynamics, their training methods, and the interactions between
consultants and consultees in regards to our issue’s theme, authority and
cooperation. Each survey is linked in its entirety to a Praxis editors’ column
discussing the results. Kimberly Hoffman, Kanaka Sathasivan, Scott Blackwood
and Lisa Leit, from our research group at the University of Texas at Austin
Undergraduate Writing Center, discuss strategies for maintaining collaboration
in consultations addressing local-level concerns such as editing and structural
issues. Also in Columns, our very own Merciless Grammarian offers advice on
when, if ever, one should use “scare quotes.”
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IWCA/NCPTW 2008 Conference
Spring 2008 / News and Announcements

Alternate Routes: New Directions in Writing Center Work

October 30 - November 1, 2008, Las Vegas, NV

This year's theme for the IWCA Conference invites us to consider where
writing centers have been and where they are going. As the pioneer trails of
early writing centers have developed into well-traveled roads and information
superhighways, what are the new directions for writing centers? The road
metaphor lends itself to some intriguing discussions.

The IWCA/NCPTW conference welcomes a variety of participants from among
administrators and tutors who are undergraduates, graduate students, and
professionals from all varieties of writing centers--university, two-year college,
secondary school, and community centers. We look forward to your
participation.

Proposal Deadline: February 15, 2008
Acceptance Notification: May 1, 2008
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Looking On and Overlooking: An Analysis of
Oversight in Online Tutoring

Spring 2008 / Focus

by Lori B. Baker, Southwest Minnesota State University

On-line consulting introduces potential risks and benefits via a dual
sense of "oversight"

Lori B. Baker

As a writing center director, I am charged with overseeing my staff of
undergraduate tutors, as well as making sure the center functions in
accordance with its budget and mission. All of my duties–training tutors,
scheduling, working with faculty, performing public relations, guiding tutors’
ongoing professional development–can be viewed as forms of oversight. I find
the term “oversight” to be a very apt lens for considering the work of a writing
center director because of its dual meaning: it can mean “looking over,”
“supervising”–or it can suggest the opposite, as in “overlooking” or
“forgetfulness, missing.”

I like to think that I am supervising in an exemplary fashion. Yet I know, and I
need to remind myself, that I forget or overlook key components of my job
daily. It is easy to get caught up in routines or in responding to others’ concerns
and not see–or not re-see–issues that concern my staff, the students, or the
center’s well-being. Further, I need to examine my supervision of the center in
terms of greater critical concern. As I embrace certain practices in our daily
operation, what am I overlooking in terms of the values that underlie those
practices? What I think is exemplary might need interrogation if I am accepting
wholesale the values that other departments or faculty expect my tutors to
enact. My own writing center theory and practice continually need critical
examination as well.

Viewing writing center work through the dual lens of oversight
[...] can help those of us in the writing center field remain vigilant
and critical of our pedagogies, philosophies, and practices.

Further, I am rarely alone in my oversight of the writing center. Different



constituencies on campus have a stake in oversight, from the tutors themselves
to the students, the faculty we work with, and the administration. Sometimes
those constituencies are actively trying to supervise what we do, and
sometimes they are overlooking us; both forms of oversight can have positive
and negative consequences.

Keeping the dual nature of “oversight” in mind can be a useful heuristic in
identifying the complex layers of supervision and authority that writing center
work entails. Geller et al. argue that really looking at, really seeing, “the little
things” in our everyday writing centers can open up our understandings about
how our centers operate. Geller et al. invoke the concept of Trickster, a
mythological figure which “crosses both physical and social boundaries” (15)
and is often responsible for disruption; Trickster moments in writing centers
happen when there is a “rupture of the assumed” (16). They argue that rather
than ignore these ruptures or attempt to gloss over them, we need to welcome
the disruptions as learning opportunities to review and possibly revise or
recreate our work in writing centers; they urge writing center directors to
embrace “a Trickster habit of mind” (25). Viewing writing center work through
the dual lens of oversight provides a way to get into that Trickster habit. It can
help those of us in the writing center field remain vigilant and critical of our
pedagogies, philosophies, and practices as well as provide us with a useful tool
for examining what others want from us–whom we are willing to cooperate with
and why.

To explore the heuristic power of oversight in more detail, I will use the
example of online tutoring at my institution. I will discuss how the
asynchronous, targeted online tutoring that we do is the result of oversight not
just by me, but by tutors, students, and the faculty who requested it.
Throughout the discussion, I will describe not only who appears to be invested
with the authority of oversight but how each party has potential for oversight.
Recognizing the potential for oversight is important because as writing center
directors we cannot always know who is actually looking on, yet we need to be
aware of the possibilities. I will close by discussing how my analysis of oversight
helps me to identify where theory and practice truly merge–or could potentially
merge–in my center.

Background

At my institution, a small (3,500), rural undergraduate liberal arts university
with master’s programs in education and business, we entered into targeted
online asynchronous tutoring conducted via email in mid-spring of 2006. This
was our first foray into online services; previously our work had all been
conducted face-to-face and was focused on serving primarily undergraduate
students, with a rare graduate student coming in. In early 2006, the Education
Department invited me to a meeting and specifically requested that our tutors
(who are all undergraduates) begin working in an online forum with their
master’s students, the majority of whom were in off-campus programs. We
went to the provost together as a united front asking for funding and were
awarded the funding we requested. I quickly trained several tutors, and we
began after spring break of that year.

Who Is Overseeing Whom?.

Most often we in writing centers strive to cooperate and collaborate with
entities across campus. That is certainly part of our writing center’s mission
statement and comprises much of the spiel that is given to prospective



students, whom we pledge to help with any paper for any class across campus,
any year that they are at the university. The cooperation with the Education
Department to create an online tutoring opportunity for their students fits with
that mission. At first glance this arrangement seems simple enough: we were
asked to provide services, and so we did.

However, if we apply the concepts of oversight to this situation, we can begin to
see the layers of complexity that arise. I had been very cautious about entering
into electronic tutoring precisely because of oversight issues. I was aware of
populations of students that we needed to reach, yet even more aware of the
lack of resources and funding that were needed in order to reach them. As
Hobson warns, “there are implications (positive and negative) to each decision
that writing center personnel make about the role(s) that technology
will/should play in their particular context” (478). Given our student population,
given our history of frozen budgets, I worried about the outcomes of going
online in this fashion: I wondered, for example, whether the simple email
system of tutoring would be sufficient for these students? for the tutors who
would work with them? how the choice to put more money towards online
tutoring would end up affecting the staffing for face-to-face tutorials? whether
the online tutoring would overtake the face-to-face?

As I engage in this training and use this technology, I have to
keep asking myself what I might be overlooking: what might
make for better practice? [...] and what, ultimately, am I
inculcating into the tutors in terms of what our center's core
values are or should be?

In addition, I wanted to carefully create an online tutoring environment that
captured, as best it could, the theoretical and pedagogical foundations that I
feel are most important in a writing center. As Hall and Wolf write, in
establishing an online site they wanted to “focus on meeting local needs and
extending . . . our writing center’s pedagogy, based upon a theory of knowledge
as contextual and socially constructed”; my goal was the same (1). Yet I was
also aware, as Blythe, citing the work of Andrew Feenberg, states, that if you
take a substantive view of technology, the “design will fundamentally change”
the nature of the interaction.

All of my considerations about how best to begin online tutoring did not become
moot, but did become mediated, when the Education Department asked us to
tutor for them. While, on the one hand, it was exactly what I was waiting for–
specific demand and resources to meet that demand–on the other hand, it
came with its own set of oversight considerations. The oversight associated with
online tutoring is different than with a face-to-face setting. Further, in this
targeted situation, we can see how the Education faculty, their graduate
students, I as the writing center director, and the undergraduate tutors are all
sharing in dual forms of oversight.

Education Faculty and Students

For example, the initial and subsequent meetings with the education professors
helped me shape the parameters for our online tutoring, such as the use of
email for the tutorials with their students rather than a synchronous system
such as scheduled chats, and the response time for the email exchanges. The
professors gave me materials to use to train the tutors on what to look for and
what the expectations were in masters’ theses. Because we are (for now)



targeting a certain population rather than opening up online tutoring to
everyone on campus, the graduate students’ access to the writing center is
filtered through their professors, who send out a handout from me with the
instructions–that is, if they choose to do so. All of these components mean that
the professors in the Education Department are vested in overseeing the
writing center in addition to me. It also means that as I train the tutors to work
with this program, I am training them using the materials from the education
professors, embracing to an extent their values and expectations for the thesis
work, showing my tutors how to do the same.

This begs the question, who is “sent” to online tutoring by the professors? Are
they selecting certain students to send our way–those whose writing does not
match with the standard academic prose–or are they sending the notice of
online tutoring to all their students? It is impossible for me to know. I do not
have oversight of that part of the equation. Some of my authority is shared
with those outside the writing center, whose cooperation enabled me to expand
services to them.

In addition, the graduate students themselves who use the online tutoring have
the choice whether or not to share the comments they receive from tutors with
their graduate directors and committees, or whether to share the comments
they receive from their graduate directors and committees with the tutors. They
can easily manipulate the “insert comments” feature or choose whether to send
new drafts or ones with comments inserted back and forth. We make no special
requests regarding this. It is up to the students and their own use of oversight
to choose whether we see comments from others. We also would not know if
the graduate directors or committees are asking to see our tutors’ comments or
requiring their students to provide that as evidence of using our services.

My Oversight as Director

As the writing center director, I maintain the most visible oversight in this
project. For one thing, I supervise the hiring and training of tutors. In addition
to training the tutors using the materials from the education professors as
models, I also demonstrate to them how to use the “comment” feature in
Word; we discuss how to write an appropriate email response that captures the
positives and summarizes what is most needed in the documents sent to us; we
read chapters from textbooks with how-to information in them to guide us. All
of these activities are based on the “best practices” identified in writing center
practice, and on embracing components of technology to help us.

As I engage in this training and use this technology, I have to keep asking
myself what I might be overlooking: what might make for better practice? what
technology might be more useful? and what, ultimately, am I inculcating into
the tutors in terms of what our center’s core values are or should be? Further–
and this almost escaped my notice completely, as it is such an automatic
practice for me–I have to be careful not to overlook who I am hiring as online
tutors and why. In my first round of hiring, during mid-semester, I simply
approached those tutors who I thought could “handle it”–those who I thought
could communicate online via writing rather than talking, and who could work
at the more complex level of graduate theses even though they were
undergrads. In subsequent semesters, I have had to confront those hiring
practices and consider training all tutors to work online as an expectation of
employment.

In addition to training and hiring, I have oversight of the day-to-day online



tutoring assignments. Because of our current set-up, I check the writing center
email each day for tutoring requests and then assign a tutor to each request. I
do this by simply dragging the request into the tutor’s folder in the email
program. My supervisory role is much more visible to me in this regard than in
our face-to-face center, where students make their own appointments with the
tutors of their choosing. My supervision is also much more apparent to the
students making the request, as I send emails back to them informing them of
their tutor assignment; they see my name and signature line, a subtle but
possibly reassuring nod of authority.

Applying the dual concepts of oversight helps me to create a
bridge between theories of pedagogy and our actual practice in
online tutoring.

The tutors are aware, perhaps subconsciously, perhaps quite consciously, of my
supervision as well, as it is made clear to them that I can look at the email
responses that they send to the students. We can, if we wish, use some of
these responses as teachable moments for the tutors, reviewing how they
wrote them. While it is not my practice to regularly go in and review their
responses, I occasionally check them, and I usually let the tutors know via a
brief comment in person with a compliment or a question if I have one. From
the tutors’ perspective, they do not know if or when I am reviewing their work
unless I tell them. But the possibility is always there.

The Oversight of Undergraduate Tutors

Interestingly, given the email system that we use, the tutors have the same
potential for oversight of each other as I do of them: at any time, they can
easily go into each other’s folders and see each other’s responses. Every online
tutor has the email password and login. They share this authority and
responsibility with me and with each other. As mentioned above, we can use
past responses for our tutor training sessions. What is difficult to capture in this
type of training, however, is the tutor lore that comes out in our face-to-face
center. When students are in the same space, looking and listening in on other
sessions, they can exchange tips and comments freely. We are grappling with
how to create that kind of fruitful peer oversight in the online tutoring.

The tutors also have a different form of self-oversight in terms of their
schedules. While I oversee and sign their time sheets, they are on their own to
track their hours because often their online tutoring is done at home and/or late
in the day. My oversight involves trusting them to oversee their own schedules.

Besides seeing each other’s comments if they so wish, as described earlier, the
tutors often see the comments the students have already received from their
thesis committee chairs or committee members, when students forward their
drafts with those comments to the tutors. I would guess that those same
committee members no doubt sometimes see the comments from the tutors
when those drafts tutors have commented on are revised by the students and
sent back to committee members. This method of using Word comments and
sending drafts among the various parties for feedback again creates a very
different form of oversight compared to face-to-face sessions, where tutors are
trained not to write on the students’ papers unless they are scribing for the
student. Tutors and faculty alike can literally look over each other’s writing;
each can see the things that the other might be overlooking. Writing center
theory has often commented on the triangulation that occurs between student-



tutor-teacher, but usually the teacher is only implied in the equation. Here, the
teacher–the committee chair–is quite probably directly involved. In addition,
the possibility of the committee and the writing center director taking part in or
witnessing the exchanges expands the concept of triangulation even farther.

Oversight and Its Theoretical Implications for Our Online Project

The expanded notion of triangulation, with the possibility of oversight on the
part of all players, holds intriguing implications for writing center theory. The
potential for more direct involvement on my part and on the part of the other
tutors could help us to create more visibly (albeit virtually) a Burkean parlor
such as Lunsford references (7), a place where we can all collaborate on the
writing. It has the potential to become a virtual form of collaborative “ether,” an
analogy coined by Zuboff as described in Dave Healy’s “From Place to Space”
article (547). I could view this expanded triangulation and oversight in a
positive way, as a physical extension of the socially-constructed and mediated
writing center theory that I espouse. However, perhaps another perspective to
consider is when and whether it is possible for the parlor to get too crowded.
Sometimes I do not want to be overheard; I would prefer to be overlooked.

Further, as Healy describes, such oversight made possible by the electronic
forum can easily become the panopticon, the twelve-sided prison with a central
lookout as described by Bentham and Foucault, in which the consideration of
always being observed affects every movement, every word (549). Healy fears
that tutors who are aware of always being overseen will “shut down risk-taking”
or otherwise fear to try out new or different strategies (550).

Applying the dual concepts of oversight helps me to create a bridge between
theories of pedagogy and our actual practice in online tutoring. The oversight of
each tutorial is dependent on what happens at that moment and over time with
a given text. It is dependent on the constituencies and variables that initially
enabled the tutorial and on how much oversight is actually in play. Analyzing
our online tutoring using the concept of oversight helps me to consider how to
better create the “collaborative ether” and how to negotiate the panopticon
elements that are inherent in the current system. Through my analysis, I can
see how we could make oversight more visible and useful in a positive sense in
our training and tutoring practices and how we might gather more feedback on
our processes from all involved.

We cannot always predict who will be involved in looking on and who will
overlook us, but we also cannot ignore the possibilities of oversight and how
that oversight can affect or influence pedagogy.
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by Alaina Feltenberger, University of Colorado at Boulder

Making high school writing centers a reality

Alaina Feltenberger

Journals like Praxis repeatedly demonstrate that writing centers are
constructive spaces where students can receive individualized support and
guidance throughout the writing process. Increasingly, universities across the
nation are establishing and funding their own writing centers, which serve
thousands of students each year. Writing center consultants and coordinators
have largely stopped struggling against academic bias that viewed writing
center work as somehow “illegitimate,” focusing instead on theory and
discussions of praxis. However, of the literature devoted to writing centers, very
little deals with existing or potential writing centers at the secondary level,
especially in urban schools. Therefore, I hope to not only share my practitioner
research as an inner-city high school writing center coordinator, I also hope to
open the door to a discussion of the complexities surrounding secondary-level
writing centers in public schools.

What I found most interesting was both how cooperative and how
patient these tutors became–they truly believed in the SWC’s
mission of creating better writers, not better papers.

I taught for two years in the New York City public school system through the
NYC Teaching Fellows Program, and during that time I saw both the rise



and fall of our high school Student Writing Center (SWC). As a young English
teacher, I shared the same frustration that Richard Kent describes in “Creating
Student-Staffed Writing Centers, Grades 6-12”: like Kent, I was shocked by my
students’ poor writing and grammar skills but was too constrained by
prescribed curricula and classroom overcrowding to provide much one-on-one
help. Like Kent, I decided that if students could not get individualized writing
support from their teacher, they should at least be able to go to a school writing
center to get the help they so desperately needed. I believed that if I procured
the means and made a “pitch” to my principal, I would eventually gain the
administrative support I needed to start up a writing center. I wrote a grant
proposal to DonorsChoose.org to obtain materials, announced my intentions
at faculty meetings, and talked to students in honors English classes. However,
it was only once I had both received my grant in late September and
volunteered to serve as writing center coordinator that a small, unused
classroom was set aside for my transformation. Suddenly, the “Student Writing
Center” appeared on all of the school’s promotional literature, was announced
at PTA meetings, and became a focus of the region administrator’s next visit;
yet, no other faculty or staff members were assigned to help run the SWC. I
was the only volunteer.

In fact, the greatest support for the SWC came from the students. Nearly a
dozen honors students volunteered to give up their lunches and study hall
periods to staff the SWC, and I held several workshops after school to train
them as tutors. Together, we read all of Jeff Brooks’ “Minimalist Tutoring:
Making the Student Do All the Work” out loud and held an open group
discussion about what the goals of writing tutoring should be. I was astounded
by how quickly these students grasped the value of such tutoring tactics as
reading aloud and mirroring body language. We did several role-play activities
and collectively engaged in trouble-shooting potential consultation problems.
What I found most interesting was both how cooperative and how patient these
tutors became–they truly believed in the SWC’s mission of creating better
writers, not better papers. Curiously, many of these tutors were below grade-
level despite their honors placement, and many had problems with their own
writing–yet they were successful tutors in that they were good listeners for
their peers, could ask thoughtful questions on expanding ideas, and knew how
to look up information in the writing manuals. This group of tutors consisted of
eleventh and twelveth grade students who were eager to gain experience that
would set them apart should they apply to college. They bought into the idea of
process writing, and although I would often answer specific writing questions
during my prep periods, the SWC team believed, as I did, that they had
valuable skills to offer. Their confidence in their fledgling roles allowed them to
be successful with their younger cohorts, and word of the SWC spread slowly
through the school. The tutors even created fliers to advertise the SWC to their
800+ peers in a way that would connect with their interests (a picture of the
rapper Tupac: “Where would I be without my words?” hovering over the SWC’s
hours and room location). In the first few weeks, as I ironed out details such as
scheduling appointments and SWC supervision (finally, a school security guard
was assigned to watch the room), my tutors experienced their first
consultations, and I began to hope that our small success would inspire the
faculty and administration to provide more support.

Such cooperation between teachers and administration would not
only promote a healthy school culture, but would also help to



normalize such concepts as writing across the curriculum.

Unfortunately, just as the SWC began to have a noticeable impact on our
school’s culture, the administration killed the program. After 16 weeks,
students were scheduling visits with some consistency, and I was excited to
document repeat clients, until one February morning, I came in to find several
boxes containing the SWC materials sitting outside my classroom door. I was
furious, but the only explanation I received was that the space was needed for
classes. My tutors were crushed–some of them even continued to hold tutoring
sessions on their own in the cafeteria. Although the administration’s decision
was a sad blow to my students and me, the SWC’s demise spoke to the
unfortunate material reality of an under-funded, over-crowded inner-city
school. Overworked teachers and limited resources are the well-known
educational reality in urban environments. Yet the SWC’s short life also revealed
another reality: that peer-to-peer interactions are possible and successful in
such environments as a means to help address the writing deficiency endemic
in the education gap. The question, then, is how to make these realities
coexist: how can a school with limited resources establish a sustainable writing
center?

In order to answer this question, we must examine the feasible necessary
conditions for positive cultures of collaborative learning. Writing centers are
established within the university, but have not yet attained a widespread
presence on the secondary level for a variety of complex reasons. Public school
systems must deal with many contending interests within the hierarchy of
administration, and therefore changes to funding allocation and programming
would require a widespread “buy-in” to the benefits of the writing center. Of
course, careful budgeting and space management could ease some of the
material strain on the school, but education of the administration and faculty as
to the positive effects of writing center tutorials would provide the necessary
incentive for such changes. I am suggesting that the education gap exists not
only for our students but for educators as well–an undue division between
praxis and the educational services valued at the college level versus those at
the secondary level. Rather than devoting occasional journal articles to
bemoaning the language skills of incoming college freshmen, academics should
devote more attention to writing preparation in high school and the potential
ways of promoting such improvements. Writing centers in high schools would
therefore benefit universities: students would be more prepared coming to
college, and the writing center would already be a normalized feature of their
education, remaining a resource they would continue to use. What better way
to support struggling students than to provide access to nearly a decade of
writing tutorial availability?

Small successes with secondary-level writing centers must be
celebrated, discussed and modeled–building the normative
authority to establish writing centers in high schools across the
nation.

Once established, a secondary-level writing center would require very little
maintenance to ensure its sustainability if the workload were distributed evenly
throughout the entire faculty. If the writing center coordinator taught fewer
classes than other staff, and if other staff members rotated time supervising the
space, a writing center could become a reality in even the most frugal of
schools. The only requirement would be a shared enthusiasm for the writing
center’s potential, for as Jake Gaskins put it, “successful tutorials depend, not



only on the skill and training of the tutor, not only on the attitude and
engagement of the student, but also on the collaboration of faculty who share
our goals” (15). Such cooperation between teachers and administration would
not only promote a healthy school culture, but would also help to normalize
such concepts as writing across the curriculum. Students are an essential part
of the picture, but schools will always have students. I was lucky to have such
an intrinsically motivated group of tutors. Other schools might find it necessary
to create incentives such as awarding class credit or hours towards a volunteer
or honors organization to initially entice students to become tutors. However,
from my own experience, I believe that students will willingly participate in
writing center work as long as the school has supportive and passionate adults
who believe in the writing center and its goals. Once a school’s administration
and faculty are on board, the goal will be to create a sense that “going to the
writing center is just what we do–it’s just how we write.”

The question then becomes one of how to create such an unprecedented “buy-
in” among secondary-level educators. One option becomes clear: the rhetoric of
the writing center must break out of university discourse in order to gain wider
cultural recognition. As Greg Mueller suggests in his “Call to Action”: “Highly
dedicated and motivated individuals in our writing center community need to
step up and accept the challenge of filling the void in secondary schools across
the United States” (11). In addition to change instigated by members of the
writing center community, I believe that the discussion must also include
current members of the secondary education community: administrators,
faculty, parents, and students. Small successes with secondary-level writing
centers must be celebrated, discussed and modeled–building the normative
authority to establish writing centers in high schools across the nation.
Although the initial success of my school’s SWC was not ultimately sustainable,
I hope that wider dissemination of such stories will create a culture of writing
center praxis that includes high schools by default, not by exception.
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by Samantha Mudd, Western Kentucky University

Gender considerations in consultations

Samantha Mudd

Before beginning my job as a tutor at Western Kentucky University’s
Writing Center, I worried about issues that I would later learn were common
to first-time tutors: Would I have the ability and the knowledge to help students
with their writing? I knew that writing centers typically employed graduate
students, and being an undergraduate, I was reasonably uncertain of my
capabilities. I had minimal experience tutoring peers, let alone ESL students.
Despite my insecurities, I quickly found that students were generally willing to
take my advice and work with me. Clearly, by making a session a collaborative
effort, both the student and I experience mutual learning. Looking back, I've
realized that my co-workers had similar concerns and that we were learning
together. However, despite all of us being “in the same boat,” there was one
dividing factor between us–gender.

Being the only female tutor at my assigned campus location, I noted both
negative and positive factors that contributed to sessions due to my gender.
Although most students have no gender preference for their tutor, I've had
many female students acknowledge that they are more comfortable working
with another woman. One student, “Julie,” had scheduled an appointment with
me to revise her English 100 paper. It took a while for her to become
comfortable. In fact, when I first began to read her paper aloud, Julie slapped



her hands against her head, covering her face, and said “Oh no, I'm so
embarrassed.” Once I reassured her, she began to open up and was much more
responsive to both criticism and casual conversation. However, as soon as a
male tutor entered the room, she shut down. I had not even considered the
idea that the presence of a male (or in other cases, that of a female) could
have such an impact on the tutor-student dynamic.

The issue of gender equality is something that some (but
definitely not all) ESL students consider during the tutoring
sessions.

In a later session, Julie revealed that her shift in attitude was due to what she
identified as that specific tutor's “personality.” She did not like the way a
previous session with him had gone; she reported that he dominated the
session and she liked our sessions because she felt that she and I were “on the
same level.” Julie valued a friendlier, less “business-like” atmosphere. Over
time, I learned to evoke response in Julie by relating whatever issue we were
discussing to something that may occur in her life–she was recently engaged
and hardly interested in her English 100 class. So, while Julie understood semi-
colons as being “a marriage between a comma and a period,” she may have
had a harder time understanding a semi-colon's function by a more formal
definition. The difference between my joking analogy and a denoted definition
is not that the analogy pertains to marriage (this is not 1940). Instead, the
more casual definition enhanced the comfortable, informal tone of the session,
something that Julie felt was easier to accomplish with another woman. I
realized that it was not necessarily a clash of personalities that prevented Julie
from identifying with the other tutor. It was more of a clash of gender-specific
values, as she grew less responsive every time any male tutor entered the
writing center. Considering Julie’s upbringing in a small town, of which she
frequently spoke negatively, her resulting notions of male dominance hindered
her ability to collaborate with men. A male tutor would not have been able to
connect with Julie on this level because of her past experience with either male
dominance in an educational setting or collaboration with other females. This
suggests some kind of underlying authority issue in Julie’s earlier education,
where males may be considered dominant correctors and females appear as
nurturing tutors. This is hypothetical of course, but patriarchical undertows still
exist in many aspects of American culture and have equally strong affects on
male and female students.

In other cases, I have found that some students view a female tutor as less
authoritative or qualified. Often times male ESL students carry their cultural
notions of gender into the writing center and consider me inferior to my male
co-workers. Not understanding that tutoring sessions in the writing center are a
collaborative effort, these men often feel uncomfortable being what they
consider submissive to a female tutor. Those that are uncomfortable working
with the opposite sex, but schedule appointments with me despite my gender,
have often found creative ways to remind me that, in their culture, men are
dominant. For instance, during our first meeting, a Saudi-Arabian student,
“Abdul,” prefaced the content of his work with a disclaimer. “In my country
women are not viewed as equal to men. But don't worry, I don't think this way,”
he assured me. We proceeded with what I considered a very productive
session. On the other hand, a Japanese student, “Haruto,” was very courteous
during our session, but was uncomfortable sitting side by side and wanted to
make sure that I was confident in my recommendations. At the end of our



session, he thanked me and noted that he would be sure to ask his male
roommate about the topics we discussed. Although these instances both
illustrate opposite cultural responses to working with a member of the opposite
sex, I feel that both students took a big step in reconciling contrasted ideas of
the culture in which they grew up and the culture in which they now live (and
learn). Abdul seemed to be confessing his new outlook on gender to not only
me, but himself. Haruto, although still strong in his cultural beliefs, was
courteous and thankful for the help he received. The issue of gender equality is
something that some (but definitely not all) ESL students consider during the
tutoring sessions.

All in all, being the only female tutor at my assigned lab location
has taught me to adapt to the needs of students more
appropriately.

Another group of students–those who are required to go to the writing center–
often have a less-than-enthused mentality and are looking for a tutor who will
go easy on them. Of course, we, as writing tutors, seem to be imagined into
overly-critical authorities whose writing is so superior to that of other students
that we nobly laugh at their substandard attempts at literacy. Needless to say,
this is not true, but with this idea in mind, some students think the gender of
the tutor dominates the session more than the content of the work itself. On
one occasion, I have worked with a male student, “Mark,” whose ideas
regarding women made it difficult for me to work with him. His professor had
suggested he go to the writing center to work on the content of his assignment.
After scheduling his first appointment, he made it clear that he would have
preferred to work with a male, but his schedule only permitted a time slot with
me. “You might be offended,” he said as I began reading the paper. He was
right; he frequently used the term “feminist” to suggest a negative
characteristic or belief. When I pointed out the potentially offensive nature of
his work, he attempted to gain a sense of control over the session by further
demeaning the idea of gender equality. He felt that I (and his professor) was
offended by his remarks only because I was a female and that a male professor,
or a male tutor, would be “less harsh” on him in this respect. However, the
same issue was brought up during his next session, this time with a male tutor.
Seeing as how gender differences had never been an integral element between
tutors in our writing center, it was more than reassuring to hear that my co-
worker was equally adamant in this situation.

All in all, being the only female tutor at my assigned lab location has taught me
to adapt to the needs of students more appropriately. I recognize that all
students are not comfortable with inter-gender tutoring sessions and while
some may be taking strides to over come their preconceived notions of gender,
others may need the influence of a member of their same sex. My biggest goal
in tutoring students is to assure an open, comfortable learning environment and
whether or not this is a feminine trait, I hope students appreciate and benefit
from this quality in “the girl tutor.”

____________________

Samantha Mudd is an undergraduate at Western Kentucky University and
will graduate in December, 2008. She is pursuing a degree in literature with a
writing minor and has worked as a writing center tutor over the past year.
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by Tom Truesdell, Northwestern College

Putting writing-center theory into practice may sometimes reinforce
the hierarchy of the classroom

Tom Truesdell

As an experienced tutor and writing center administrator, I am familiar with the
writing center community’s efforts to gain respect within the academy by
establishing an independent, oppositional identity. We contest the notion that
centers are supplemental service entities that exist solely to “back up,
complement, reinforce, or otherwise be defined by any external curriculum”
(North 72). Instead of merely supporting instructors and students in
established academic disciplines, we argue that centers challenge academia’s
hierarchical pedagogy by providing a social and collaborative learning
environment.

As most writing center theorists know, this collaborative–and supposedly
oppositional–orthodoxy is largely based on the theoretical arguments of
Kenneth Bruffee. Citing Michael Oakeshott and Lev Vygotsky’s claims that
thought is actually internalized conversation, Bruffee argues that people learn
to think by learning to talk, and thus improved conversation is imperative to
improved thought. For Bruffee, then, writing is a displaced form of
conversation–thought is internalized conversation, while writing is thought re-
externalized. Consequently, writers should be encouraged to engage in
conversation during the writing process as much as possible (“Peer Tutoring”
210). If they are involved in conversation, Bruffee argues that writers will be
able to master normal discourse and thus participate–to understand and be
understood–in the conversation of particular knowledge communities in both
the academic and professional worlds. These knowledge communities are



groups of peers “who accept, and whose work is guided by, the same
paradigms and the same code of values and assumptions” (“Peer Tutoring”
211).

In many ways, Bruffee’s argument echoes David Bartholomae’s claim that
students must approximate the specialized discourse of the academy, or invent
the university, “by assembling and mimicking its language while finding some
compromise between idiosyncrasy . . . and the requirements of convention, the
history of a discipline” (624). Pedagogically, Bartholomae claims that teachers
must define or identify academic discourse conventions so they can be “written
out, ‘demystified’ and taught in our classrooms” (635). Bruffee, however, does
not believe that teachers should demystify academic discourse. He instead
argues that the traditional classroom does not effectively help students become
members of knowledge communities because it is hierarchical, and not
collaborative, in nature. Bruffee states that the main reason for this hierarchical
framework is teacher distrust of class discussion or peer conversation, which is
why he is such a strong proponent of peer tutoring. He believes it is valuable
“because it provides the kind of social context, the kind of community, in which
normal discourse occurs: a community of knowledgeable peers” (“Collaborative
Learning” 424). Ideally, peer tutoring models the conversation of knowledge
communities by providing a place where all members participate, and
contribute, equally.

Many writing center theorists have used Bruffee’s argument to claim that
minimalist, or non-directive, tutoring is the best way to create peer
conversation. In minimalist tutoring, tutors strive to make the writer do as
much thinking and writing as possible through the use of open-ended,
exploratory questions: “If, as Bruffee suggests, tutor talk should resemble the
way we want our students to approach the writing process, then we must
ensure that our tutors talk in open-ended, exploratory ways and not in
directive, imperative, restrictive modes” (Ashton-Jones 32). These questions
help ensure that the writer, and not the tutor, is the primary agent in a session.

Problems with Bruffee

[F]or writing centers to be more oppositional, critical responses
to Brufee's claims need to be considered.

Although minimalist tutoring does indeed foster a more social and collaborative
learning environment, the writing center community’s assumption that this
approach opposes traditional academic conventions is misguided. The truth is,
we are not as oppositional as we tend to assume. Although our methodology
might differ, we ultimately endorse the same learning objectives that the
traditional, hierarchal classroom follows. Instead of the directive pedagogy used
by many college professors (particularly those outside of the composition field),
we use a non-directive pedagogy to help students master and adhere to
academic discourse conventions. In other words, whether in the classroom or in
the writing center, students ultimately learn to speak the language of the
academy.

What many writing center professionals fail to recognize is that this conformity
is largely the result of our adherence to the theoretical arguments of Bruffee,
whose endorsement of axiological standards, uniform pedagogy, and discourse
mastery strongly endorses the ideologies and practices of academia. Therefore,
for writing centers to be more oppositional, critical responses to Bruffee’s claims



need to be considered, especially those deriving from post-process theory, a
school renowned for its criticism of traditional academic pedagogy and axiology.

Post-Process Theory and Opposition

Like Bruffee, post-process theorists recognize the social nature of writing,
specifically claiming that writing is a public, interpretive, and situated process
(Kent 1). Because writing is social, however, these theorists also claim that it
“cannot be reduced to a generalizable process” (Kent 5). Consequently,
Bruffee’s assertion that collaboration should be used to help students master
academic discourse conventions is erroneous because conventions cannot be
universally defined or mastered: “To see writing in terms of post-process
assumptions . . . encourages us to think of writing as an indeterminate activity
rather than a body of knowledge to be mastered” (Breuch 116). Along these
lines, post-process theorists also rebuke Bruffee’s endorsement of academic
discourse because it encourages adherence to a rhetoric of assertion that is
“masculinist, phallogocentric, foundationalist, often essentialist, and, at the
very least, limiting” (Olson 9). They instead argue that abnormal discourse
should be valued and encouraged because it promotes “the resistance and
contestation both within and outside the conversation, what Roland Barthes
calls acratic discourse–the discourses out of power” (469).

Implications for Writing Center “Opposition”

[I]f writing centers want to be truly oppositional to the academy,
they must encourage transgression by promoting abnormal
discourse.

At this point, I want to make clear that I passionately believe in the value of
writing centers (hence my career choice). And I strongly believe that writing
center theory is invaluable in helping our community establish independence
and gain much-needed respect within the academy, while concurrently
benefiting all teachers of rhetoric and composition. That said, post-process
theory undermines the claim that writing centers’ value derives from their
opposition to the ideologies and discourse conventions of academia. While
many writing center theorists use Bruffee to argue that centers foster a
collaborative learning environment that opposes the traditional, hierarchal
classroom, post-process theory shows that Bruffee’s claims ultimately endorse
academic conventions and practices more than the writing center community
admits. Consequently, if writing centers want to be truly oppositional to the
academy, they must encourage transgression by promoting abnormal discourse.
However, if writing centers continue to encourage conformity to normal
discourse–regardless of the method–they risk stifling many marginalized,
oppositional voices.

Granted, after much consideration and debate, individual writing centers or the
writing center community as a whole may decide not to support such dissent or
resistance, which is fine–like other discourse communities, the academy must
adhere to some standards and thus inherently practice some degree of
exclusion. But, at the very least, we must all admit that current writing center
orthodoxy and practice is not as independent and oppositional as we tend to
claim. Do writing centers provide a learning environment that differs from the
traditional classroom? Yes. Do they encourage writers to challenge academic
discourse conventions? Not as much as we, or Bruffee, might like to believe.
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Strategies for Editing and Sentence-Level Consulting
Spring 2008 / Columns

by Kimberly Hoffman, Kanaka Sathasivan, Scott Blackwood, and Lisa
Leit, University of Texas at Austin

Helping students edit without diminishing their authority

The philosophy of writing centers, including The University of Texas's
Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC), is to provide advice for writers
seeking help with all parts of the writing process. As peer-tutors, writing center
consultants foster a relaxed environment, approaching students and their
papers in a non-authoritative and collaborative manner. Because writing is
traditionally and practically a solitary process, consultants ideally serve as
guides while allowing the author to retain control. At the UWC, our non-
directive consulting style supports this balance. Rather than instructing
students on how to improve their papers, consultants encourage them to create
their own solutions. To empower students, consultants attempt to help them
identify recurring issues and patterns in their writing, enabling them to better
pinpoint and correct problems on their own. Given this non-directive
philosophy, UWC consultants are often apprehensive when students ask for help
with sentence-level editing. To many consultants, "editing" means simply telling
students to correct mistakes rather than working with them to improve their
relationships with the writing process. Often, consultants may even feel they
must refuse to edit or proofread papers in order to avoid being prescriptive.
However, editing is an integral component of the writing process. A shift in
perception is necessary in order to allow consultants to confidently address
local-level concerns with collaborative strategies without becoming
authoritative. To understand how to effect this shift, it is first necessary to
analyze the context in which this perceived conflict between non-directive
consulting and local-level consulting arises, then to discuss levels of editing and
the specific concerns that arise during sentence-level consulting, to contrast the
prescriptive approach of teachers and the non-authoritative approach of
consultants, and finally to adopt new non-directive techniques for local-level
consultations.

Global- and Local-Level Concerns

[G]iven that the mission is to improve student writing, working
with local-level concerns is an integral part of the consulting role.

In consultations, topics addressed are often divided into global-level and local-
level, or sentence-level, concerns, a division which can be misleading. In broad
terms, global-level concerns deal with content and overall argument and
paragraph structures, and local-level concerns deal with sentence structure and
grammatical problems. Often, students who are experiencing problems with
global-level concerns are encouraged to address them before moving on to
local-level concerns, as reorganization may completely change the individual



sentences in a paper, thus rendering any local editing unnecessary. Prioritizing
global-level over local-level concerns, as well as using alternative terms such as
higher- and lower-level, may cause consultants to consider "higher" or global-
level concerns more pressing and appropriate for collaborative consultations.
However, given that the mission is to improve student writing, working with
local-level concerns is an integral part of the consulting role. This paper aims to
provide consultants with collaborative strategies for sentence-level consulting.

Misperceptions of the Editing Process

Many students who visit the writing center tell their consultants that they want
to work on proofreading or "editing," which consultants often hesitate to do.
This attitude may come from a misunderstanding on the part of both the
students, who may expect consultants to edit the paper for them, and the
consultant, who wants the student to retain ownership. The problem stems
from an incomplete understanding of the editing process and a belief that
revision only entails identifying and focusing on sentence-level problems. In
actuality, the editing process consists of two types of editing: copy editing and
substantive editing. Copy editing focuses on proofreading and grammatical
problems, while substantive editing covers paragraph-level problems and
organizational concerns. While consultants and teachers may make this
distinction intuitively, many students who come to the writing center may
associate "editing" with copy editing alone. They seem to get this idea because
they are familiar only with the prescriptive approach of their teachers and have
come to associate editing as a whole with grammatical rules. Few have had the
opportunity to work in a non-prescriptive, peer-tutoring environment, such as
that of the writing center, and they may not understand what editing can
encompass. Likewise, students may not be used to taking an active role in the
revision and editing process.

Directive vs. Non-Directive Approaches

Although from the outside it may appear that the consultation is
structured around only the student's concerns, the consultant
necessarily shapes the discourse by choosing which topics to
pursue and by asking leading questions.

Consultants' role in fostering better writing is less authoritative than that of
teachers. We first try to help students understand the way they use language
and how to identify problems; we then encourage students to brainstorm
numerous approaches and solutions to these problems. While consultants are
peer tutors, teachers usually assume an authoritative role. In guiding students,
teachers often tend to identify problems and prescribe solutions through
standardized rules. Consultants, however, limit their prescriptive advice by
encouraging students to develop a deeper understanding of their writing and
the writing process as a whole. In this sense, consultants and teachers play
different roles in helping students develop their writing skills.

The purpose of non-directive consulting is to allow students to maintain control
of the direction and voice of their work. To this end, consultants tailor the
consultation to address issues the student would like to work on. In non-
directive consulting, consultants use open-ended questions to prompt students
and encourage them to explore their ideas; leading questions help consultants
guide students to solutions that they may not otherwise have been able to
reach. Other techniques, such as reading papers out loud, also allow



consultants to stress their concerns without being prescriptive. Although from
the outside it may appear that the consultation is structured around only the
student's concerns, the consultant necessarily shapes the discourse by choosing
which topics to pursue and by asking leading questions. Consultants must strike
a balance between using their experience to assist students and allowing
students to retain ownership of their papers.

Collaborative Strategies for Consulting on the Sentence-Level

Trained consultants intuitively use non-directive strategies to approach
substantive editing and address a myriad of global-level concerns, such as
organization. However, in sentence-level consulting, they face a different
challenge. Since most proofreading errors and grammatical problems stem from
a student's lack of knowledge about standardized rules, consultants may fear
that the only way to approach such issues is through prescriptive advice. For
example, when students simply do not know a grammatical standard, open-
ended questions and leading questions can only serve a limited purpose. In
such cases, the tendency may be to default to copy editing, either striking out
mistakes and writing in corrections with little student participation, or simply
instructing the student on how to correct mistakes. Another problem
consultants may face is the possibility of imposing their own style preferences
on the student's work, altering the voice of the paper. Furthermore, sentence-
level editing of a paper with numerous mistakes can often take an entire
session, leaving little time for broader concerns. Fortunately, some familiar non-
directive methods used to address global-level concerns can often be applied to
sentence-level problems.

Four Simple Strategies:

Read problem sentences aloud to help students recognize grammatical mistakes
often missed when reading silently. Help students identify recurring sentence-
level problems. Teach students the structural rules and the reasoning behind
them using examples from their paper or fabricated examples. Allow students
to identify and correct remaining mistakes.

Conclusion

In collaborative sessions, consultants should distinguish between global- and
local-level concerns but not allow this distinction to cause unnecessary
apprehension over sentence-level editing. The ability to navigate sentence-level
concerns with ease has far-reaching applications within the writing center. ESL
consultations, for example, often deal almost exclusively with these issues, but
familiarity with the ideas and strategies explained here will allow consultants to
remain non-directive while addressing the student’s concerns. Local-level
concerns can be challenging, but armed with these strategies, consultants can
confidently address sentence-level concerns in collaborative consultations.

____________________
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Working with assholes

On many days, writing centers are wonderlands of collaborative discovery and
rich reading and writing of texts.[1] Occasionally, however, the scene is
different: Demanding students “tutor hop” for paper fixing rather than learning,
inflexible faculty assign the same irrelevant paper 25 years in a row and wonder
why tutors don’t keep students from plagiarizing, and the very dean we need to
“get it” continues to ask for a report that no one will read. Occasionally, even
writing center directors are pretty tough to deal with.

Most writing centers can point to examples of people whose behavior goes far
beyond “misunderstanding” the writing center’s mission and purpose–people
who act like downright jerks. In fact, typical writing center training anticipates
these events by preparing staff to handle difficult people well. Directors, tutors,
and other staff are inventive as they try to explain tutoring, redirect frustration,
and assuage anger; they remain calm–and sometimes they cave in. At times,
though, our generous gestures cross a dangerous line when we rationalize
other people’s behavior and set precedents for putting up with whatever they
dish out. Sometimes our well-intentioned peer tutors–who were attracted to
their jobs in the first place because they enjoy helping people–are suddenly put
in positions where helping people means taking abuse.

Rather than gleefully labeling others’ behavior so that they can be
derided and dismissed, [Sutton] challenges us to look carefully at
people–including ourselves–in ways that confront problems
directly and productively.

When the shared lightbulb moments, warm fuzzies, and Facebook friendships
turn into stinking socks and zinging comebacks, many of us ask our writing
center tutors, writing assistants, consultants, and staff to engage in reflective
practice as part of our ongoing staff development efforts. In some writing
centers, this takes the form of discussions in meetings. In others, writing
assistants are invited to produce written reflections after each session or to
contribute to weekly blogs, posting about their work. When we listen carefully
to these discussions and examine closely what the people on the “front lines” of
writing center work write about, one thing becomes clear: We have to do more
than hope the socks and zingers will go away; we have to recognize behaviors
that are unacceptable and learn to deal with them. We have to find ways to
discuss these encounters with “beyond-difficult people” and become more
confident about our methods of interaction with them.



In an effort to look for answers from sources beyond writing center literature,
we became intrigued by the work of Robert Sutton, Professor of Management
Science and Engineering at Stanford University, and his 2004 Harvard Business
Review article on contending with assholes in the workplace (yes, he really
used that word, and HBR really published it) and later a book titled The No
Asshole Rule: Building a Civilized Workplace and Surviving One That Isn’t.[2]
Sutton takes a direct approach, making the case that bland terms like “difficult
people” are not authentic, often helping us make excuses for what he believes
is more properly called asshole behavior, and we see many applications of his
work for writing centers and their complex issues of authority and cooperation.
Sutton focuses on practical ways to identify the behavior of these “way-beyond-
difficult” people. He gives ways to avoid both the persons and their behaviors,
techniques for diffusing unavoidable behaviors, and encouragement for “outing”
such behaviors rather than making excuses for them. He even advocates the
extreme move of treating such persons as incompetent in order to disarm them
of their power.

Sutton is careful to make the point that we all have the potential to go beyond
difficult, even approaching his designation of asshole at times. However, his
subtitle, “Building a Civilized Workplace and Surviving One That Isn’t,” points to
his emphasis on constructive moves. Rather than gleefully labeling others’
behavior so that they can be derided and dismissed, he challenges us to look
carefully at people–including ourselves–in ways that confront problems directly
and productively.

Sutton goes to great lengths to describe the mythical and often subjective
concept of assholes. In his research, he points out the importance of not only
identifying these behaviors but also understanding why they are so harmful:
“Assholes have devastating cumulative effects partly because nasty interactions
have a far bigger impact on our moods than positive interactions–five times the
punch, according to recent research” (30).

Often we figure that someone is having a bad day or a bad
moment, or simply is tired and stressed. However, it is this type
of rationalization that gets us into trouble.

In writing centers, these persons and their behaviors take many shapes and
forms. They could be superiors, peers, or subordinates–faculty, staff, or
students. Because negative interactions with them can have devastating effects
on entire workplaces, we need to manage these moments and adjust our
expectations. This means focusing on changing little things that we and our
colleagues have some control over and continuing to model appropriate
responses. Social learning strategies offer powerful motivators for behavioral
change. Sutton advises:

[Do not] expect that the jerks will change their behavior. Keep your
expectations for their behavior low, but continue to believe that you will
be fine after the ordeal is over. That way, you won’t be surprised or upset
by your colleagues’ relentless nastiness. And if they do show you
unexpected moments of kindness, you can enjoy the pleasant surprise
without suffering disappointment when they return to their wicked ways.
(134)

This also means to stop rationalizing the behavior of assholes. Often we figure
that someone is having a bad day or a bad moment, or simply is tired and



stressed. However, it is this type of rationalization that gets us into trouble.
When we make excuses for these behaviors, we are validating unacceptable
actions and encouraging them to continue. Especially in academic arenas, this
can be hard to avoid because we want to facilitate learning and encourage not
only students but also our own colleagues to continue to grow; however, Sutton
encourages us to see that the challenges associated with this process are not
an excuse for intolerable behavior. So how does a writing center manage these
inevitable conflicts?

What it comes down to is modeling and teaching constructive confrontation.
Sutton notes: “When the time is ripe to battle over ideas, follow Karl Weick’s
advice: fight as if you are right; listen as if you are wrong” (90). This could
mean developing work environments where people know when it is okay to
react, engage, or shut someone down as well as when it’s time to stop and
listen.

Identifying and Acting/Labeling and Learning

Although Sutton’s book focuses on how assholes operate in many workplaces,
his thinking was triggered by an incident in an academic setting involving a
very accomplished faculty member who would not abandon his asshole ways.
Thus we use his work to notice the range of ways such persons and their
behaviors can impact writing centers, from students, to tutors, to the faculty
with whom we interact. Our purpose, like Sutton’s, is not simply to hone our
labeling skills. Rather we hope to distinguish between persistent asshole
behaviors and those that mark someone simply having a bad day. In addition,
particularly because we operate in teaching/learning settings, we want to keep
in mind three things. First, many writing centers pride themselves on protecting
students from the harsh realities of any impersonal academic personality or
institution; instead, we should empower students to understand that they can
respond as humans in these tough spots. Second, it’s easy to write off or face
off with instructors or deans or students who do not “get” our work. We are
proposing that people we are inclined to dismiss as assholes don’t necessarily
deserve the label; rather they deserve our investment in their learning many of
the things others have been patient enough to teach us. And third, student
tutors are more than employees, and our relationships with them should be
anchored in learning. Thus, rather than conveniently labeling and firing even
the most flagrant-appearing assholes, we need to try to understand their
contexts and link them with the resources that can help them grow as students
and as professionals, even though in some cases this may include separating
them from writing center work.

And thus we turn to Sutton’s first step: recognizing and naming asshole
behaviors. He proposes twelve ways of recognizing these persons and their
behaviors:



“The Dirty Dozen:” Common Everyday Actions that Assholes Use
1. Personal Insults
2. Invading one's “personal territory”
3. Uninvited physical contact
4. Threats and intimidation, both verbal and nonverbal
5. Sarcastic jokes and teasing used as insult delivery systems
6. Withering e-mail flames
7. Status slaps intended to humiliate their victims
8. Public shaming or “status degradation” rituals
9. Rude interruptions
10. Two-faced attacks
11. Dirty looks
12. Treating people as if they are invisible (10)

Let’s say we have a conception of our writing center as a place that promotes
zero tolerance of assholes or assholeness, which is consistent with the
prevailing commitment to writing centers as communities. However,
communities are groups of people, differently situated people, who may
legitimately exhibit some of the behaviors Sutton lists. For example, anxious
students overwhelmed by frustrating interactions with instructors may be
sarcastic or may invade a tutor’s personal territory when they can’t get what
they’ve been told they should get from our writing centers. They may push
back hard when tutors announce that they won’t/can’t do students’ editing for
them when their instructors have almost ordered them to “get your paper
edited by the writing center.” In turn, directors and tutors are likely to find
these instructors difficult to like or respect because of their attitudes toward
student writers, student writing, and the writing center itself, particularly when
we feel we have to absorb a spectrum of their behaviors, from insensitive
feedback on papers, to curt emails, to irate phone calls to the writing center.
We cannot be so naÃ¯ve as to believe that our only productive interaction in a
writing center is with student writers. Sutton argues it is very possible that
Assholes-R-Us when we fail to look closely at the people in charge at our
institutions, and more specifically, at the people who have some direct power
over our students.

Take a look at the email below, which includes remarks from a faculty member
to a writing center director.

“I’m currently involved in a long ‘discussion’ with a professor here who
recently wrote me the following note: ‘I feel that no work submitted for a



grade should ever be even perused by someone who has the intent of
teaching students how to write even if the instruction is very indirect…
help should be ruled out if it is for a grade.’”

What is your initial reaction? Some of us would mutter under our breath and
count to ten, for reading responses that counter the basic principles of our work
is a common frustration for writing center directors. It is challenging to
determine whether others just “don’t get it” or whether their agendas are set
so firmly that their drive to maintain power overrides learning anything new
about students and writing. Can we figure out how to reach and teach
administrators threatened by budget cuts and assessment demands? Can we
design paths to negotiate with overworked instructors who may feel
overwhelmed by what they know to see only as defective students? Can we
provide students with language they might use to deal with these dictates from
instructors?

As writing center administrators and tutors, we exercise
significant control over others, and it can be all too easy to allow
this hierarchy to excuse what we might label asshole behavior in
others.

While we believe much of our work can reshape intolerable behaviors as we
come to better understandings of our work and theirs, we also believe that a
writing center is an environment that offers the opportunity for our student
tutors and our student writers to find out that “nice” matters. Some students
are buffaloed by the brusque professor, scared of the system, unable to
navigate the rough waters of connection with those who are less willing to meet
them halfway. The instructors who naturally figure more importantly to
students–vis-Ã -vis grades and other judgments–will influence the ways
students use or don’t use a writing center. Recall: According to Sutton, in order
for certified assholes to thrive, a power differential must exist, and many of the
moves a particular type of instructor makes are driven by the need to maintain
that power.

The overt caring that takes place in a writing center sends a counter-message
about who and what matters. Researchers have found that “negative and
unkind people were seen as less likeable but more intelligent, competent, and
expert than those who expressed the same messages in kinder and gentler
ways” (161). As our students travel through our institutions, they may very well
observe that hierarchy matters more than good manners. Students may
witness incidents in which aggressive or bullying behavior is associated with
someone more intelligent, more experienced, more in control of the student’s
own future through the grades they give and the bureaucratic barricades they
throw in their way. This witnessing alters their view of adults, and we believe
we should share an honest assessment with students; in other words, we think
it is okay to tell students this behavior is not okay. We can peel off the veneer,
though they lose their innocence; we can empower students to take the high
road, to meet with instructors who have determined to dismiss or denigrate; we
can teach students to use their good manners to demand responsibility–get it,
response-ability–from those who are paid to respond to their writing. Here
Sutton’s suggestions for diffusing asshole behavior and keeping it from
spreading are useful:



Diffusing the Behavior of Assholes and Keeping it from Spreading
- Carefully screen job applicants
- Be willing to act quickly in addressing behavior
- Keep assholes out of power positions
- Treat assholes as incompetent employees
- Downplay unnecessary status differences
- Manage moments
- Model and teach constructive confrontation
- Don't wait too long to get rid of assholes who cannot change their behavior
- Link big policies to small decencies
- Ignore behavior that is outlandish (89-91)

Students’ limited experience in the world of work puts them at a disadvantage
and having more exposure to school-based values alters their perceptions of
who and what matters most. But students are not alone in this: Think of your
colleagues who lack the courage to respond to assholes because of the
formulation Sutton lays out here:

In most places being an asshole is a disadvantage, the nastiness and
outbursts are seen as character flaws – but in some places this is
tolerated when people are more talented, smarter, more difficult to
replace, and endowed with a higher natural success rate than ordinary
mortals. (55)

Sutton’s work encourages us to make visible the power relations that determine
how students make choices about their academic support; if others are bullying
them, students need to know they have options, allies, and the ability to “just
say no!” Here Sutton speaks particularly to directors when he charges us to
“out” asshole behaviors, to show that they should not be tolerated and that
people can resist successfully.

So Much Easier To Spot in Others!

To this point, we’ve focused on the bad behavior of others, but this does not
mean that any of us, no matter how wise in composition theory or committed
to community, is immune to becoming at least a “temporary asshole” if not a
permanent one. As writing center administrators and tutors, we exercise
significant control over others, and it can be all too easy to allow this hierarchy
to excuse what we might label asshole behavior in others. And here, again,
Sutton challenges us with his self-test. The two dozen questions, grouped into
three categories, yield a picture of how abrasive or bullying our current



behavior might be. Adapting these three sections for writing center work can be
tremendously useful, as they allow us to consider ourselves as others see us:
not as always working selflessly with clients’ or tutors’ best interests at heart,
but as fallible people working against deadlines, under constraints, and with the
myriad unique concerns that occupy us daily.

Facing such challenges, it can be all too easy to forget to treat others well. To
curtail this, in the first section, “What are your gut reactions to people?,” Sutton
suggests that we ask ourselves questions about how we interpret the actions of
others. These questions point out how our perceptions of others greatly
influence how we will act toward them. As we begin to devalue unprepared
student writers, to joke about them in the tutor break rooms or administrators’
offices, so does our future behavior become tilted toward serial sarcasm or
harassment, if only subtly at first.

Treatment of Others
- You are quick to point out others' mistakes
- You don't make mistakes
- You find it useful to glare, insult, and yell
- Your jokes and teasing can get a bit nasty at times, but you find them funny
(124-125)

Not coincidentally, Sutton’s next section investigates how we treat others.
Sutton argues that these actions are, at least in part, the carrying out of our
perceptions of others. While tutors who yell at students likely would not be
employed for long, more subtle forms of harassment, such as the excessive
dwelling on minutiae, can escape notice in busy writing centers. Although most
tutor training programs likely overemphasize a positive approach, tutors and
administrators need to return occasionally to this topic and have honest
discussions about recognizing excessive negativity.

Sutton’s book is a useful study of how to deal with behavior that
can poison a workplace […] Its utility for writing centers is to
remind tutors and administrators that writing centers are not
always the idealized safe spaces they are imagined to be.

The final section of Sutton’s test asks questions about others’ reactions to us.
This is the karmic, “reap what you sow” section of the Asshole Test, a place
where we can reflect on how our actions may prompt reactions in others. Most
writing centers have some variety of client feedback in place for tutors, which is
a useful and necessary way for tutors and administrators to learn about how
clients are reacting to tutors (provided the response is anonymous). The
regular monitoring and discussion of feedback helps administrators guide tutors
whose behaviors may be giving rise to client complaints.

Others' Reactions to You
- People avoid eye contact with you
- People always seem very careful about what they say around you
- People respond to your e-mail with hostile reactions (125-126)

However, for administrators, it is not only difficult to score ourselves accurately
with self tests like these, but also–because writing center directors have
authority over hiring and firing–to receive honest feedback from tutors. Another
way for administrators to tap into other peoples’ feelings about us is 360Â°
evaluations: surveys given anonymously to those who work around us. For
tutors, this would include not only clients, but other tutors and directors as



well. For directors, this includes the tutors, co-directors or colleagues, and the
director’s supervisor. If correctly administered (which is admittedly
challenging), comments from clients, other tutors, and administrators can have
a powerful influence on making tutors aware of their affect on other people.
One of the authors’ recent participation in a 360Â° evaluation led to valuable
meetings with tutors and administrative assistants and has greatly increased
communications, hopefully helping to make more room for everyone involved to
give honest feedback.

We close this article by noting that Sutton’s self-diagnostic for harassing
behavior doesn’t establish a dichotomy (asshole/not an asshole), but rather a
range of behaviors. A few positive answers to these questions do not
necessarily indicate a problem. Most of us, if we’re being honest, would admit
that we have not only had these feelings, but also act on them on occasion. But
it is the number of positive answers to these questions that matters. As they
increase, Sutton says, these behaviors become increasingly prone to
permanency. The most important message of the rule is that we appraise
ourselves candidly and act on suspicious behaviors.

Sutton’s book is a useful study of how to deal with behavior that can poison a
workplace and turn away customers and employees. Its utility for writing
centers is to remind tutors and administrators that writing centers are not
always the idealized safe spaces they are imagined to be. The power relations
that thrive in academe can sneak into writing centers, taking many forms. Use
Sutton’s “Points to Remember” to empower yourself, your peer tutors, and your
student writers to talk openly about behavior that can erode the learning
environments we work so hard to build.

Sutton's Points to Remember
1. A few demeaning creeps can overwhelm the warm feelings generated
by hoards of civilized people.
2. Talking about the rule is nice, but following up on it is what really
matters.
3. The rule lives – or dies – in the little moments.
4. Should you keep a few assholes around?
5. Enforcing the no asshole rule isn't just management's job.
6. Embarrassment and pride are powerful motivators
7. Assholes are us. [Anyone can be an asshole.] (180-186)

Notes



[1]Our thanks to the audience at the National Conference on Peer Tutoring
in Writing where we originally presented on this book. Special thanks to Clint
Gardner for joining us there with video clips highlighting our points in a
humorous way.

[2]For more information about Robert I. Sutton, find online: 50 Lessons and
Sutton's Blog.
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The Merciless Grammarian spews his wrath on nasty problems of
grammar, mechanics, and style.

Drawing by Nathan Baran

Revered and Most Merciless Grammarian:

I don’t know if it’s the spring thaw, but quotation marks seem to have been
proliferating everywhere I look. Is it okay to use quotes around words referred
to as such, for example, the word "desanguinate"? What about using them for
emphasis or to show irony, as in a "stellar" suggestion?

Grovelingly yours,
Boudicca Smatters

Esteemed Boudicca:

At last a correspondent after my own heart! The groveling helps, too. I respect
your tactfully veiled suspicion over these uses of what the British charmingly
refer to as inverted commas (as if someone tipped them over when reaching for
the chips). Let me address each of your questions in turn.

Our story begins in Venice, 1501, when an enterprising printer named Aldus
Manutius developed a slanted typeface so that he could fit more words on the
page. Thus italics were born. Why, oh why, do we shun them so? Although you
may see the unwashed, particularly journalists, use quotation marks to signal
that words are being referred to as words — perhaps the Grub Street crowd
fears litigious readers in neck braces from reading too much slanted type — the
academic convention is to use this gift of Aldus for this purpose. Accordingly,
we would cite the word desanguinate. Logophiles are fond of using quotation
marks, however, to note the meanings of words, viz. desanguinate comes from



‹ Suttonâ€™s Rule for
Writing Centers

up The Problem of Email:
Working to Decentralize
Consultant Authority in

Online Writing Centers ›

a Latin verb meaning "to drain of blood." And there I’ve used italics again to
provide emphasis.

Which takes us to your second question. Quotation marks used to emphasize a
point, signal a novel term, or convey an ironic tone are termed "scare quotes"
by those who traffic in punctuation. For example, an overeager job applicant
may write that he considers himself a "team player" with a "can-do" attitude.
My acerbic confreres who compile the Chicago Manual of Style note, "Like any
such device, scare quotes lose their force and irritate readers if overused" (p.
293).

I fondly call to mind a sardonic graffiti artist who, seeing that some well-
intentioned soul had used scare quotes on a sign indicating that there was to be
"No" Smoking, proceeded to place them around every label in the room. As a
result, the whole place smacked of irony. Entrances to the lavatories were now
merely for "Men" and "Women" (questioning the socially constructed nature of
gender, perhaps?). The safety device hanging on the wall was now a so-called
"Fire Extinguisher," and the soft-drink machine sold beverages only purportedly
made by "Pepsi."

Hmm … scare quotes. Sounds a bit like scarecrow, doesn’t it? And what did the
Scarecrow want more than anything else, Dorothy?

Cutting to the quick,
The Merciless One
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by Andrea Ascuena and Julia Kiernan, University of Louisville

Advice for encouraging collaboration in asynchronous email
consultations

Visit a university writing center ten minutes past the hour, and you will see
groups of two to three students huddled around a paper or computer monitor.
Perhaps one is talking while the other is listening, or writing, or waiting to
respond. In these scenarios, elements of collaboration–of cooperation–are in
play. In most cases, students visit writing centers because they seek help,
because they want to work with someone to better their writing. In these
huddles students are working with consultants trained to decentralize their
inherent authority. However, what happens when students choose to have an e-
mail or virtual chat consultation? Yes, students are still working with peers;
however, extra pressure is on the consultant to try to maintain the dynamics of
authority and cooperation in keeping with writing center theory.

[I]f students are choosing to email their papers to faceless tutors
even when presented with other online consultation media, we
must continue to consider how we can train consultants to
promote cooperation and eschew authority.

Such discussions are not new to Praxis: in Spring 2004 Beth L. Hewett explored
the skepticism that surrounded a transition from face-to-face writing
consultations to chat tutorials and email submission. The following year Michele
Eodice spoke to the sustainability and collaborative nature of online programs,
while Beth Godbee outlined the ways in which online programs promote equity
and decentralization. In the Spring 2005 Technology issue, the editors
themselves elaborated upon the importance of exploring the “benefits and
liabilities of using technology in the center.” Concerns about a loss of
cooperation between writer and consultant, as well as complicated aspects of
authority, continue to appear in current online writing center research. To many,
the loss of conversation between consultant and writer is troubling (Carlson &
Apperson-Williams; Castner; Harris & Pemberton; Spooner & Crump). Others
are concerned that online consulting will not follow the pedagogy valued in the
physical space of the writing center. Bernie Duis explains that some worry
online services will “just perform mindless proofreading” instead of addressing
the writer’s process (Duis para 2). And while we, as part of a writing center
administrative team, are both strong supporters of online writing labs (OWL),
we cannot help but continue to ask what liabilities come with easier access and
support.

Technology that allows for synchronous chat consultations potentially mediates
some concerns about online work, but despite advances in technology,



asynchronous email consultations remain dominant. In the 2006 Writing Center
Research Project Survey, Stephen Neaderhiser and Joanna Wolfe state that of
the writing centers that reported offering online consultations, "Email was far
and away the most common technology used, comprising almost 90% of the
online consultations. Real time text-based chat was used for an additional 10%
of consultations." In our own university writing center we offer virtual
consultations in the form of both email consultations and synchronous chat
consultations; however, only 17% of our total virtual consultations in the Fall
2007 semester occurred as synchronous chat. If email is the overwhelming
medium for online consultations, if students are choosing to email their papers
to faceless tutors even when presented with other online consultation media,
we must continue to consider how we can train consultants to promote
cooperation and eschew authority. Thus, we believe there is a need to
concentrate writing center research and resources towards improving
asynchronous as well as synchronous programs.

Our experiences with email consultations indicate that consultants have very
little, if any, knowledge of how the writer responds to their comments. Since
the email consultation is text-based[1], we believe that writers often assign it
an inappropriate level of authority. Where texts revised in face-to-face sessions
bear the trademarks of traditional drafts (words crossed out, scribbled ideas in
the margins, etc.), email-submitted texts and responses can feel like finished
products rather than works in progress that can be revised and questioned.
Because emailed consultant responses open onto a computer screen or can be
printed, they have the ability to last, therefore bearing some of the cultural
baggage of print texts. As typed upon clean white paper, they exist as–in a
sense–published artifacts, consequently resembling finished texts, authored
and thereby authoritative. Consultants can, however, work to influence how
both their authority over writing and their understanding of cooperation in the
asynchronous consultation are understood by the writer.

We cannot forget that when viewing printed texts we are
cooperating with the writer; however, the lack of a writer's
physical presence makes his/her agency easy to ignore or
dismiss.

Additionally, consultants who are viewed, by students, as authorities in email
consultations create problems not only because the texts they produce may be
construed as published–and therefore not open for question or revision–but
also because the consultant cannot rely on non-verbal cues such as body
language and tone of voice to communicate concerns about the working
relationship between writer and consultant. Barbara Monroe argues for the
inclusion of a front- and end-note in a response that allows the consultant to
introduce herself as well as set the tone for the consultation. Such moves are
important, but consultants should also continually remind the writer of their
peer status throughout the consultation. This can be done through consultants
giving genuine reactions to the writing, narrating their experience in reading
particularly interesting or confusing sections, giving short narratives about their
own experiences with negotiating similar writing situations, and deferring to
authorities (texts, professors, the writing center director). By consistently
showing that they are peers and fellow writers, consultants give a more
appropriate insight into both their textual responses and their authority.

If centers that offer email consultations are to follow Stephen North’s commonly
accepted tenet that we are to “make better writers, not better writing” (North



69), then consultants have to go a step further than trying to get the writer to
see beyond a faceless computer screen; they have to remember that they are
responding to more than a disembodied text. Consultants need to engage the
writer in the action of the consultation by asking the writer to question,
analyze, remember, etc. Doing so distributes authority by asking the writer to
become a partner in an action and encourages the writer to enter a sort of
dialogue with the consultant, even if the consultant can't hear the writer's
responses.

Responding to only a text can also encourage consultants to slip into
inappropriate roles (such as teacher or editor). Viewing only a text instead of
huddling around it with its author facilitates the consultant’s shift to a directive
role. We cannot forget that when viewing printed texts we are cooperating with
the writer; however, the lack of a writer’s physical presence makes his/her
agency easy to ignore or dismiss. Take for example the two following
statements: 1) You need the word "granted" here rather than "granite" and 2)
I'm a little confused here. Do you mean granite (like the type of rock) or
granted (like it is assumed by most people)? In the first statement, a
consultant is an editor who assumes authority over intention whereas in the
second statement, the speaker is a reader who asks for clarification from the
authority of the intended meaning. What we are suggesting is that because
consultants’ understanding of the writers’ agency is present in the way the
responsive comments are phrased, administrators of writing centers need to
devise training which will encourage the decentralization of email-inherent
consultant authority. Richard Straub and Ronald Lunsford have discussed in
detail the ways in which responders assume roles by the shaping of their
comments; Table 1 shows the roles to which they assign certain types of
comments. What is problematic, in the consideration of this table, is that when
comments are inserted in the text (such as using the track changes feature in
Microsoft Word), there is a temptation to give short comments without
explanation, which tend to fall into the categories of corrective, imperative, and
advisory. In asynchronous consultation training, it is important to teach
consultants how to resist what technology encourages: short directive
statements and, thus, positions of authority.

Table 1
Teacher Roles Implied in the Various Modes of Commentary

Source: Straub and Lunsford 173

Consultants, if trained to think about how they portray themselves even at the
sentence level, can become more rhetorically savvy in their responses. Such



training, while still awaiting further development, would not be vastly different
from how we currently train our consultants. Tenets such as ensuring that the
consultation is writer centered or that the writer retains control over his or her
writing are achievable in all writing center consultations. However, we do need
to pay extra attention to wording choices and how we and our consultants
portray ourselves. Writing center administrators, consultants, and the students
who visit us continue to acclimatize to the new and changing technologies
offered in and outside the university; sometimes we huddle around each other
(and a paper) and sometimes we can only send messages. Nevertheless, email
and face-to-face consultations can be understood as built upon the same
foundations of cooperation and decentralized authority if we all continue to
envision new ways to train consultants in working with the affordances of
technology.

Notes

[1] Some may prefer to use the terminology print-based.
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by Steven J. Corbett, University of Washington, Seattle

A new look at the directive/nondirective debate

Steven with his three dogs,
Dylan, Pixie and Madison, 
at their home in Seattle

Arguably, no single issue in writing center theory and practice gets at the heart
of one-to-one or small-group instruction like the question of
directive/nondirective teaching methods. At the 2007 International Writing
Centers Association Conference in Houston, TX, writing center legends
Muriel Harris, Jeanne Simpson, Pamela Childers, and Joan Mullin discussed the
“core assumptions” surrounding four hot topics in writing center theory and
practice, including minimalist tutoring as standard. Conversation buzzed around
the idea that when considering what has become the default instructional mode
in one-to-one tutoring–the minimalist approach–writing center practitioners and
theorists need to consider what we actually do versus what we say we do. The
question of how and when tutors should use techniques like open-ended
questioning versus just telling students what they think they should do, or what
the tutor might do themselves if they were in the tutee’s position, raises issues
involving tutor authority, tutor-tutee (and even instructor) trust, tutor training,
and writing process versus product–all relevant concerns in any writing
instruction situation. Yet, despite all the critical questions and considerations
the directive/nondirective debate raises, several session participants wondered
if we in writing center circles have made more of this issue than we really need
to.



When diving deeply into a discussion of directive/nondirective
tutoring, we soon begin to realize that–as in any educational
situation–we are dealing not just with instructional, but also
political issues.

Much has been written on the minimalist approach (e.g. Ashton-Jones; Brooks;
Harris, Teaching One-to-One) and subsequent critiques of this approach (e.g.
Clark “Collaboration and Ethics,” “Writing Centers and Plagiarism,”
“Perspectives”; Clark and Healy; Shamoon and Burns “A Critique,” “Plagiarism”;
Grimm; Wingate; Latterell; Boquet “Intellectual Tug-of-War,” Noise; Carino;
Geller et al.). I will analyze several key texts that comment on and critique
general assumptions and influential arguments surrounding this debate,
especially Irene Clark and Dave Healy’s 1996 “Are Writing Centers Ethical?” I
will argue that one-to-one contexts demand a close reconsideration of our
typically nondirective, hands-off approach to tutoring. Tutors can better serve
(and be better served) if they are encouraged to broaden their instructional
repertoires, if directors and coordinators encourage a more flexible notion of
what it means to teach (and learn) one-to-one. Granted, this is an idealistic
claim. I will thus begin to illustrate why–precisely because “instructional
flexibility” is easier said than done–we should continue to carefully scrutinize
tutoring style and method via the directive/nondirective continuum.

Hands off or on? The Directive/Nondirective Instructional Continuum

When diving deeply into a discussion of directive/nondirective tutoring, we soon
begin to realize that–as in any educational situation–we are dealing not just
with instructional, but also political issues. Clark and Healy’s essay tracks the
history of the nondirective (or noninterventionist) approach in the “orthodox
writing center.” They describe how in the 1970s and early 1980s writing centers
began to replace grammar drills and skills with what would become the higher-
order concerns (HOCs) and lower-order (or later-order) concerns (LOCs)
approach to tutoring. Along with this new instructional focus, however, came a
concurrent concern–fear of plagiarism. The fear of plagiarism goes hand-in-
hand with the idea of intellectual property rights, a political and personal issue
pertinent to tutors, students, instructors, and program directors. This “concern
with avoiding plagiarism, coupled with the second-class and frequently
precarious status of writing centers within the university hierarchy, generated a
set of defensive strategies aimed at warding off the suspicions of those in
traditional humanities departments” like English (Clark and Healy 245). For
Clark and Healy, the resulting restraint on tutor method soon took on the
practical and theoretical power of a moral imperative. They describe how
influential essays from Evelyn Ashton-Jones, Jeff Brooks, and Thomas
Thompson cemented the hands-off approach to one-to-one instruction. [1]

In an ironic twist, Clark and Healy note that “by being so careful not to infringe
on other’s turf–the writer’s, the teacher’s, the department’s, the institution’s–
the writing center has been party to its own marginality and silencing” (254). In
answer to this perceived marginality and silencing, they offer essays by Marilyn
Cooper, Shamoon and Burns, and Muriel Harris, as well as the work of
Vygotsky, that value the pedagogical feasibility of modeling and imitation and
an epistemology that moves writers outside their texts to some degree. Cooper,
for example, in her close reading of Brooks, argues “when writing center
sessions remain resolutely focused on how a student can fix a paper, it is
difficult for tutors to focus instead on what students know and need to know
about writing” (337). For Cooper, and others, a strict minimalist approach



forecloses the act of collaboration that could take place in a one-to-one,
collaborative negotiation that takes both the tutor’s and the tutee’s goals into
consideration. This echoes comments made during the 2007 IWCA session I
mentioned above. Respondents felt that a strict minimalist approach can be
manipulative, and still leaves the tutor very much in control of the session.
Cooper would have us instead make room for the “really useful knowledge” that
may involve listening to student experience or offering ways of reading
assignment prompts or even syllabi that make room for the writer’s creativity
or risk taking, rather than, as Brooks would have us, “‘always focusing on the
paper at hand’” (347).

In short, tutors need to be aware of the rhetorical complexity–
both interpersonal and intertextual–that any given tutorial can
entail.

Clark and Healy point to an earlier work of Harris’ from College English in 1983,
“Modeling: A Process Method of Teaching,” in which she advances a directive
approach. In describing the benefits of intervening substantially in students’
writing processes, Harris asks “what better way is there to convince students
that writing is a process that requires effort, thought, time, and persistence
than to go through all that writing, scratching out, rewriting, and revising with
and for our students?” (qtd. in Clark and Healy 251; emphasis added). Harris,
early on, like Shamoon and Burns, understood the value and importance of the
ancient rhetorical tradition of modeling and imitation in the service of invention.
In order to perform such moves as “scratching out” and “rewriting” tutors must
have some confidence in their ability (the theoretical and practical feasibility
and timeliness involved) in offering more direct suggestions on issues of style
and correct usage. [2]

Negotiating the Fine Line Between Talk, Teaching, and our Best
Intentions

Harris, however, has always understood the value of both directive and
nondirective tutoring strategies, and scholars like Nancy Grimm, Anne DiPardo,
and Carol Severino concur. In her concise yet theoretically sophisticated 1999
monograph Good Intentions, Grimm juxtaposes the implications of Brian
Street’s autonomous and ideological models of literacy with the work we do.
Arguing that our traditional hands-off approach to one-to-one instruction is
often misguided, she writes:

Writing center tutors are supposed to use a nondirective pedagogy to
help students “discover” what they want to say. These approaches
protect the status quo and withhold insider knowledge, inadvertently
keeping students from nonmainstream cultures on the sidelines, making
them guess about what the mainstream culture expects or frustrating
them into less productive attitudes. These approaches enact the belief
that what is expected is natural behavior rather than culturally specific
performance. (31)

Like Cooper five years earlier, Grimm calls for writing center practitioners to
move away from a focus on the paper to the cultural and ideological work of
literacy: negotiating assignment sheets to see if there might be any room for
student creativity or even resistance; making students aware of multiple ways
of approaching writing tasks and situations, in order to make tacit academic
understandings explicit; rethinking tired admonishments regarding what we can



not do when tutoring one-to-one. Grimm illustrates what a tough job this really
is, though, in her analysis of DiPardo’s “‘Whispers of Coming and Going’:
Lessons from Fannie.”

While Grimm, drawing on Street and Lisa Delpit, forcefully argues for the
importance of moving past our infatuation with nondirective tutoring, she may
be inadvertently pointing to why it is also perhaps just as important for us to
continue to value some of our nondirective strategies–suggesting the truly
subtle nature of this issue. DiPardo’s essay describes and analyzes the tutorial
relationship between Morgan, an African-American tutor, and Fannie, a Navajo
student who just passed her basic writing course and is attempting the required
composition course. Both DiPardo and Grimm speculate that Morgan’s repeated
attempts to prod and push Fannie toward what Morgan believed was realization
or progress, only pushed Fannie away from any productive insights. The tutorial
transcript presented by DiPardo illustrates how Morgan dominated the
conversation, often interrupting Fannie (though unfortunately we do not get
micro-level analysis like how long pauses were after questions, etc.), how
Morgan appropriated the conversation, attempting to move Fannie toward her
idea of a normal academic essay. While this approach may ostensibly resemble
the directive approach advocated by Grimm, Delpit, and others, what it leads
Grimm and DiPardo to conclude is that tutors must be encouraged to practice
“authentic listening”: “As DiPardo’s study illustrates, without authentic listening,
the very programs designed to address social inequality inadvertently
reproduce it, ‘unresolved tensions tugged continually at the fabric of
institutional good intentions’ (DiPardo 1992, 126)” (Grimm 69). Ironically,
“authentic listening,” or allowing the student to do most of the talking during
one-to-ones to enable them to be more in control of the tutorial discourse, is
one of, perhaps the most fundamental of, nondirective strategies.

Something as fundamental as asking the tutee at the beginning of
the tutorial what phase their draft is in could go a long way
toward setting up just how hands on or off a tutor can be.

Carol Severino, drawing on Ede and Lunsford, associates directive tutoring with
hierarchical collaboration and nondirective tutoring with dialogic collaboration.
But her analysis of two conferences involving two different tutors with the same
student points just as much toward our assumptions of what a good tutorial is
supposed to sound like. The student is Joe, an older African-American returning
student taking a class entitled “Race and Ethnicity in Our Families and Lives.”
Severino analyzes the transcripts of sessions between Joe and Henry, a high
school teacher in his thirties working on his MA in English, and Joe and Eddy, a
younger Freshman with less teaching experience. Like the sessions that DiPardo
and Grimm analyze above, Henry uses his teacherly authority, from the very
start of the conference, by asking closed or leading questions that persuasively
direct the flow of the rest of the tutorial. In contrast, during the session
between Joe and Eddy, Eddy starts off right away asking Joe open-ended
questions like how he feels about the paper, and where he wants to go from
there. For Severino, this sets a more conversational, peer-like tone that carries
through the rest of the tutorial. Although obviously privileging the
nondirective/dialogic approach, Severino concludes by asserting that it is
difficult to say which of the above sessions was necessarily “better” (especially
since we do not hear Joe’s point of view, and, importantly, we do not know
what phase or draft Joe’s paper is in). Instead, she urges those who
prepare/educate tutors to avoid prescriptive tutoring dictums that do not take



into consideration varying assignment tasks, rhetorical situations, and student
personalities and goals–the “always” and “don’t” that can close off avenues for
authentic listening and conversation. The problem with Severino’s analysis, is
that we do not get a clear enough picture of exactly what was going on during
the tutorial. As with Fannie above, we do not know how Joe felt about the
interaction. Perhaps he found greater value in Henry’s more directive approach.

Reconsidering our Best Intentions: Conclusion

This discussion of directive and nondirective tutoring suggests that if we keep
our pedagogy flexible and attuned to one writer at a time, we may better
anticipate when to urge a closer rethinking of content or claim, when to pay
attention to conventions and mechanics, and how and when to do both. In
short, tutors need to be aware of the rhetorical complexity–both interpersonal
and intertextual–that any given tutorial can entail. This complexity means that
tutor coaches should stay wary of the all-too-tempting sort of rules of thumb
that lead to Geller et al.’s caution regarding “premature cognitive commitments”
or Severino’s denouncement of prescriptive dictums that can unintentionally
cement a strained social relationship between tutor and tutee. Geller et al.
write: “Familiar memes–don’t write on the paper, don’t speak more than the
student-writer, ask non-directive questions–get passed among cohorts of
writing tutors as gospel before they even interact with writers in an everyday
setting” (21). As Harris and Shamoon and Burns suggest, we should reevaluate
nondirective tutoring in light of the historical precedents that may no longer
serve exigencies that originally produced them (for example, fear of plagiarism,
or writing centers struggling to find their institutional identity). We should
reevaluate the importance of the classical-rhetorical idea of imitation and style
in the service of invention–but with a heightened sensitivity to when to provide
models for imitation, and when to nudge students toward agency in their own
inventive processes. If our best intentions more closely match our best
practices, we might find ways to further question and more rigorously examine
these reconsidered notions. An understanding and appreciation of the range
and scope of the directive/nondirective continuum can provide one possible
starting point for such examinations.

Adding the idea of modeling, a willingness to sometimes take a more hands-on
approach to tutoring, can complement a tutor’s instructional repertoire. Tutor
coaches (be they directors, or more experienced co-workers) can offer
suggestions–or models, or examples–of when it might be more or less
appropriate to be more or less directive or nondirective. Something as
fundamental as asking the tutee at the beginning of the tutorial what phase
their draft is in could go a long way toward setting up just how hands on or off
a tutor can be. Finally, we should (and often do) realize that sometimes it’s all
right to give a pointed suggestion, to offer an idea for a subtopic, to give
explicit direction on how to cite MLA sources, to practice along a continuum of
instructional choices both socially collaborative and individually empowering.

Notes

[1] Jones juxtaposed the “Socratic dialogue” to the “directive” mode of
tutoring. Drawing on Tom Hawkins, she characterized the directive tutor as
“shaman, guru, or mentor,” while Socratic tutors are given the more co-
inquisitive label “architects and partners.” Personally, I feel that it could be a
good thing if a tutor-tutee relationship develops to the point that the tutee



looks to the tutor as somewhat of a “mentor.” Brooks, in arguing that students
must take ownership of their texts, associated directive tutors with editors,
good editors perhaps sometimes, but editors nonetheless. Brooks goes so far as
to advice that if a tutee seems unwilling to take an active role in the tutorial,
that tutors simply mimic the tutee’s unengaged attitude and action. And
Thompson urged tutors to avoid having a pen in hand during tutorials. In the
name of the Socratic method, he also urges tutors “not to tell students what a
passage means or give students a particular word to complete a thought”
(Clark and Healy 246).

[2]One problem with the literature on the directive/nondirective debate is the
fact that no one really talks about what stage of an essay draft a tutee is in.
This makes a great difference in how a tutor should approach the tutorial. For
example, if a student is in the early phases of a draft, then perhaps tutors can
take a more minimalist approach, asking questions, trying not to get too hands
on. If the student is working on a “final” draft, then it would be more
appropriate for a tutor to get involved in some of the more hands-on
“scratching out” and “rewriting” Harris speaks of. Thus, one of the key queries
that should be asked in the first round of questions foregrounding a tutorial is
something like “In what stage is this draft in?” which of course will lead to
further follow-up questions.
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by Elizabeth Chilbert, Boise State University

Personality crises confront the instructor-tutor

Elizabeth Chilbert

Watching an old Seinfeld episode, I found myself empathizing with George
Costanza for the first time. I’d like to think I’m a pretty decent person who
would never eat an Ã©clair out of a trashcan or make change in a tip jar like
George does, but I do share his fear of worlds colliding. When George sees his
fiancÃ© bonding with his friends, he worries about a potential crisis between
what he terms “Relationship George” and “Independent George”: “A George
divided against itself cannot stand.” This semester, as a composition instructor
and a writing center tutor, I’m feeling a bit divided against myself. Like George,
uncomfortable with his role as a fiancÃ© colliding with his role as a friend, I am
uncomfortable with my two roles colliding.

My danger of collision comes from the close likeness of the writing-center-
consultant self to the composition-teacher self. Both selves are passionate
about writing composition. Both selves enjoy interacting with writers and
offering ideas throughout the writing process. Both selves live in the Boise
State Liberal Arts Building. The ideological and spatial closeness of these two
selves creates a need for determining why boundaries between the selves must
be established and how they can be enacted.

While my roles share much common ground, boundaries must be shaped based
on the innate differences between teaching and tutoring that Dave Healy
discusses in “A Defense of Dualism: The Writing Center and the Classroom." He
writes, “The advantage tutors have over teachers in this enterprise is that even
if students try to invest tutors with authority, tutors can resist that role, while
teachers, as long as they give grades, have a harder time shedding their image
as authority figures” (21). Thus, my teaching self will always be a self that acts
with authority over a group of writers while my consulting self will always try to
resist having authority directly over writers. I even draw sartorial boundaries



between these two selves. When I work at the center, I trade out my blazer for
a comfortable hoodie and throw my hair back in a ponytail. This casualness
continues through my demeanor. My preparations for writing center
consultations usually include filling my water bottle and conversing with other
consultants and waiting consultees. This is much different than the ritual tasks
of passing back graded papers and marking attendance that always begin my
teaching experiences.

When my English 101 students come into the center, I become hyper-aware of
which self I choose to set forward. Jennifer Jefferson recently addressed the
issue of tutoring one’s own students in her Writing Lab Newsletter article. She
believes that the foundations of a writing center have “the potential to be
undermined by instructors doubling as their own students’ tutors, both because
of how such a rhetorical situation is being framed and because of issues of
authority” (10). I agree that tutoring students in the writing center on writing I
have assigned them is not inline with the role of a writing center tutor. This can
be easily avoided, by telling my students to conference with me about our class
in my office. But what about when they come to consult about work in another
class? George didn’t invite his fiancÃ© to socialize with his friends, but when
Elaine did he couldn’t stop the situation. I don’t have the power to avoid seeing
my students in the center.

Flipping identities back and forth had made me feel a little crazy.
Had my student noticed my identity shifts? Did my attempt to
approach him as a peer make him perceive me as artificial?

Two months ago I had a writing center consultation with one of my English 101
students. He didn’t know I was the same Elizabeth that worked in the writing
center. (By failing to mention my writing center job in class I may have been
subconsciously keeping my other self hidden). The greeting was especially
awkward because he had been absent from my class earlier that morning and
right away began apologizing for his absence. Ponytail and all, I had been
elevated to a position of authority in the writing center. He had scheduled the
consultation last minute to satisfy a requirement for a music history class. I was
the only available consultant, and he needed a confirmation of visit form that
day, so we proceeded to talk about his paper.

Throughout the half-hour consultation, he took all of my suggestions very
sincerely and didn’t offer much input of his own. In “Talking in the Middle: Why
Writers Need Writing Tutors,” Muriel Harris writes, “students feel freer to
develop their own ideas in settings other than teacher/student conversations”
(31). We were definitely having a teacher/student conversation. Harris says of
students, “it is stressful for them to talk about their writing with someone
whom they perceive as having some institutional authority over them” (35). If a
consultee interprets me as an authority figure, then we will not have a balanced
peer consultation.[1] At the end of the consultation, my student even asked
what he had missed in class that day, and how that would affect his grade. My
teaching self answered his questions, and then my consultant self quickly
recapped the ideas we had discussed for his music paper.

When he left, I was completely overwhelmed. Flipping identities back and forth
had made me feel a little crazy. Had my student noticed my identity shifts? Did
my attempt to approach him as a peer make him perceive me as artificial?
Some academics see the roles of instructor and consultant as complementary.
Helon Howell Raines discusses the benefits of having composition knowledge



through the two perspectives. She writes, “As teachers who also tutor, we
should be able to adopt the role that is most appropriate to the writer and to
the situation” (159). This chameleon approach does sound helpful in that it
attempts to appeal directly to every writer’s needs.

This approach must work well in cases where hidden selves are never in danger
of being revealed. However, at Boise State people and events overlap too much
to stay a blank self until I can determine whether my student self or my teacher
self will better benefit the student. Also, as it is my first semester presenting
both of these closely linked yet imperatively distinct selves, I don’t feel secure
enough to switch handily back and forth from one to the other.

A study by Benzion Chanowitz and Ellen J. Langer explores the possible
outcomes of an individual’s selves coming into conflict with each other, like
mine did in helping my student with his music paper. Chanowitz and Langer
discuss the complications both internally and externally of competing roles.
What outsiders (my student, in this case) may perceive as inconsistencies in
our behavior, I see as simply shifting of roles.

I can't really quit going into the Writing Center or the
classroom[...]. I have chosen to rigidly retain my two academic
selves by working to make the two selves aware of their
differences.

I experienced what Chanowitz and Langer refer to as a “conflict between
contexts” (134). My consultant self had been unexpectedly overtaken by my
teacher self, setting both selves into a spiral of insecurity: “Conflict and
contradiction are possibilities now that the mysterious relation between two
selves has been unbalanced and the two have come into view of each other”
(126). According to Chanowitz and Langer, from this unbalance I could choose
between two solutions: self-inception and self-protection (134). In a self-
inceptive solution, I would reconsider aspects of both selves, realizing that
changes needed to take place and melding them into an altered self. Choosing
self-protection would mean each of the selves is “interested in its own
preservation and therefore focuses its efforts on rigidly retaining the identity of
all its parts” (134). Because I believe that both my teacher self and my
consultant self are valuable pieces of my identity, I have chosen the path of
self-protection.

So how exactly does this self-protection manifest itself? George Costanza quit
going to the coffee shop where his fiancÃ© socialized with his friends. He
feared that when his worlds collided, Relationship George would destroy
Independent George. At this time, I can’t really quit going into the writing
center or the classroom, but I certainly don’t want Instructor Elizabeth to
destroy Consultant Elizabeth. I have chosen to rigidly retain my two academic
selves by working to make the two selves aware of their differences. When a
student in my composition class asks if she can make an appointment with me
in the writing center, I detachedly recommend that she make an appointment in
the center, but with a new face. I also offer to meet with her in my office,
whether it is to discuss her writing in our class, or any other class. When a
writing center consultee asks me about my teaching experience, I detachedly
explain that my teaching experience is limited to the single composition class I
have structured myself; for a paper such as his, I can only respond as a reader.
While this solution may not solve all of the ethical ramifications of holding these
two selves in such close proximity, it does remind me to be aware of keeping
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boundaries between the selves. When George’s fiancÃ© did begin to meld into
his group of friends, she came to the realization that she didn’t like them.
George was off the hook: his worlds didn’t collide. I can’t expect a tidy, sitcom
ending for my situation, so I will continue to be sensitive for possibilities of
collision.

Notes

[1] Peer is certainly an unclear term and varies in definition from study to
study. I would only like to stress here that having the role of a composition
instructor pushes me further out of the realm of peer for the undergraduate
student body.
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